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Abstract
A Toxoplasma gondii cell cycle mutant was identified and linked to a temperature sensitive
mutation, tsL137P, in ECR2 (TGME49_275430). This mutation manifests itself during S phase as
chromosome irregularities and cell cycle arrest at the non-permissive temperature of 42°C. Using
a GAL-4 based yeast two-hybrid system, cDNA libraries from asynchronous T. gondii were
screened against 3 disordered fragments of ECR2 to search for protein partners. Fragment 1
(residues 1-500) wild type and temperature sensitive mutant alleles, fragment 2 (residues 17942200), and fragment 3 (residues 2192-2654) were used as baits to screen for interacting cDNA
protein products in 5 screens. Fragments 2 and 3 yielded no interactors while wild type fragment
1 yielded 20 putative interactors out of 4.56 million diploids, and temperature sensitive fragment
1 yielded 19 putative interactors out of 2.68 million diploids. Sequencing of isolated prey plasmids
yielded 3 hypothetical prey protein products (TgRCC1IV, APVIII-3, and Gra20) of interest that
interacted with alleles of fragment 1. Interactions were recreated using each allele of fragment 1
ECR2 and the 3 prey proteins in Y2HGold and again in Y187 to quantitate the relative strength of
interactions. The auto-activation and promiscuity of the interacting prey proteins was also assessed.
β-galactosidase and growth assays at 30°C and 35°C suggest that the interactions are real, that the
L137P mutation may form stronger or long interactions with protein partners, and that the
interactions are specific. Interference of in vivo interactions between TgRCC1IV with ECR2 could
explain the cell cycle defects and AP2VIII-3 was identified as having novel characteristics of a
transcriptional factor. Gra20 is most likely a false positive. These discoveries give new insights
into the interactome and DNA replication machinery of the T. gondii cell cycle.
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Don’t believe everything you think.
-A sticker on a filing cabinet
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Chapter I: Introduction
Relevance, Life Cycle, and Biology
Toxoplasma gondii is an obligate, intracellular parasite of the phylum Apicomplexa. It is
the causative agent of toxoplasmosis in humans and is a ubiquitous zoonotic agent (Tenter,
Heckeroth, & Weiss, 2000). Infection is relatively benign for those who are immunocompetent.
Transmission may produce flu-like symptoms or none at all, and the host can successfully mount
a cell-mediated immune response that will clear the parasite in weeks or months (Dubey, 1996).
The organism does pose a significant threat for pregnant women, with congenital infections
resulting in hydrocephalus, mental retardation, blindness, and death. Immunocompromised
patients are also at risk with infections resulting in myocarditis, hepatitis, and possible blindness
(Kiser, Payne, & Taff, 2011). T. gondii infects an estimated 30-50% of the world population with
considerable regional variation (Flegr, Prandota, Sovickova, & Israili, 2014). This ubiquity,
known health implications, and the unique biology of Apicomplexans make T. gondii an
important subject of research.
Despite the prevalence of this organism relatively little is known about its cell cycle and
the molecular components involved. First discovered over 100 years ago (Halonene & Weiss,
2009), T. gondii has become the model Apicomplexan and a valuable tool in understanding the
phylum Apicomplexa (Tenter et al., 2000). Known to infect nearly all warm-blooded animals, T.
gondii is unique in its wide range of hosts and ability to proliferate without returning to its
definitive host (Black & Boothroyd, 2000). Members of the family Felidae are the definitive
hosts, with mammals and birds serving as intermediate hosts. Transmission can occur
horizontally between intermediate hosts from ingestion of tissue cysts and from definitive host to
intermediate by ingestion of oocysts in cat feces, or vertically from mother to fetus (Dubey,
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1996).

Figure 1: Sexual and asexual life cycle of T. gondii. Two distinct life cycles exist for intermediate host and the definitive host. Members of
Felidae serve as the definitive host, while nearly all warm blood animals are intermediate hosts. The cycle can repeat in intermediates indefinitely
without returning to the host. Image courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.

Sexual reproduction of T. gondii can only occur in a member of Felidae (see Figure 1).
Upon ingestion by a cat, proteolytic enzymes begin digesting tissue cysts containing bradyzoites,
a slow growing stage. Bradyzoites then penetrate the epithelium of the cat’s intestine and
stomach where they differentiate into merozoites that go on to reproduce inside the host
epithelial cells. The merozoites eventually undergo gametogenesis forming male and female
gametes. These gametes mate forming a zygote that matures into an oocyst containing 4
sporozoites. The oocysts are then shed in the feces and are stable in the environment (Tenter et
al., 2000).
Conversely, the bradyzoite can gain access to the bloodstream or lymph system and
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differentiate into a rapidly multiplying, motile form called a tachyzoite. These tachyzoites then
invade host cells with an affinity towards muscle, neural, and liver tissues. Using a sophisticated
invasion mechanism, the tachyzoite invades the host cell and begins to multiply by endodyogeny,
an internal division process that consumes the mother cell. The host cell will eventually rupture
releasing 64 to 128 parasites (Black & Boothroyd, 2000), which continue invading and
reproducing in newly infected host cells. After repeated cycles of invasion, proliferation, and
rupturing, the tachyzoites differentiate into bradyzoites to form tissue cysts. The proliferative
tachyzoites and ensuing cell lysis are responsible for pathogenesis and tissue damage, while
bradyzoites form a chronic infection after cyst formation. These cysts can remain for the life of
the host, occasionally rupturing and releasing infectious tachyzoites. If an intermediate host
comes in contact with an oocyst or a tissue cyst, then sporozoites and bradyzoites will invade the
epithelial cells of the intestine and follow the bradyzoite/tachyzoite life cycle indefinitely.

ECR2
ECR2

ECR2

ECR2
ECR2

ECR2

ECR2

ECR2 Protein Partners

Figure 2: Cell structure of T. gondii tachyzoite. Rhoptry, micronemes, and dense granules can be seen in or near the apical end. The conoid is a
microtubule structure found at the apical end. The organelles associated with the polar end of the cell are involved in the invasion of host cells. A
single mitochondrion and apicoplast are present. Missing from this diagram is the centrosome and centrocone in their association with the nuclear
envelope. ECR2 is found in the nucleus during S phase and its protein partners would also be expected to be found within the nucleus.

Toxoplasma gondii accomplishes this dynamic life cycle with a set of specialized,
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secretory organelles found in the apical complex (see Figure 2). Micronemes, rhoptries, and
dense granules are sequentially involved in the invasion and manipulation of the host cell.
Micronemes contain adhesive domains and are needed to adhere to the host cell. The rhoptry is
necessary for the formation of the parasitophorous vacuole membrane (PVM), a membrane that
encloses the parasite while it lives within the host cell. A host of rhoptry proteins are excreted
from the organelle during invasion that modify the host cell's metabolic pathways, expression
patterns, and recruit host mitochondria (Halonene & Weiss, 2009), (Kim & Weiss, 2004). Dense
granule (GRA) proteins are also excreted during and after the invasion. These proteins remain in
the parasitophorous vacuole (PV), are associated with the PVM, or form a tubule network (Nam,
2009). These organelles help T. gondii invade and establish an environment within the host that
is amenable to its survival and replication while being sheltered from the host’s immune system.
In addition to these apical organelles there are other unique features of T. gondii that
resemble prokaryotic and plant-like biology. Most Apicomplexans contain a non-photosynthetic
plastid called an apicoplast and a single mitochondrion (Melo, Attias, & De Souza, 2000). The
apicoplast is thought to be a result of a secondary endosymbiotic event wherein a red algae was
engulfed by an ancestor of modern Apicomplexans (Kim & Weiss, 2004). The apicoplast has its
own genome and it may be involved in the synthesis of lipids, hemes, and isoprenoids. The
apicoplast is also sensitive to abscisic acid, a phytohormone. In addition to these plant-like
features is the presence of plant related transcription factors of the AP2 family, which in plants
are involved in the regulation of development and stress response (Halonene & Weiss, 2009).
Prokaryotic features include their sensitivity to sulfonamides, a class of bacteriostatic antibiotics
used to inhibit folate synthesis (Dubey, 1996).
The uniqueness of T. gondii and Apicomplexa are extended to their genomes and
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proteomes. T. gondii possesses 14 chromosomes and a genome of 65.67 Mbp. There are an
estimated 8322 protein coding sequences as of 2015 (ToxoDB.org, Toxoplasma gondii ME49),
but these numbers can vary depending on the gene prediction software being used (Weiss, Fiser,
Angelette, & Kami, 2009). The organism lacks any detectable cystosine methylation (Gissot,
Choi, Thompson, Greally, & Kim, 2008), but there is evidence that histone modification and
chromatin remodeling are an important means of expression regulation (Gissot, Kelly, Ajoika,
Greally, & Kim, 2007). Transcriptional repression has been observed as critical for stage specific
expression in Plasmodium falciparum by means of a DEAD box helicase (Mair et al., 2006) and
it may also occur in T. gondii. The organism is very intron rich, which can present challenges for
gene prediction software, but proteome studies can help refine these predictions (Weiss et al.,
2009). Notably, antigenic proteins and secreted proteins have fewer introns than house-keeping
genes and are located near the chromosome ends (Kim & Weiss, 2004). In P. falciparum these
antigen coding regions are also found near the telomeric ends of the chromosomes and undergo
homologous recombination to evade the host’s adaptive immune responses (Francia & Striepen,
2014).
Disordered Proteins
A striking feature in the proteome of Apicomplexans is the prevalence of disordered
proteins (Feng et al., 2006). Disordered domains (DD) and disordered proteins (DP) are a class
of domains and proteins, respectively. They are known for their departure from the structurefunction paradigm in the sense that while alone they contain stretches that do not form a defined
structure. When this stretch of residues finds its binding partner it can adapts to a specific
structure with a real function. Low sequence complexity, low hydrophobicity, and high charge
character of amino acids play a role in forming disordered polypeptide stretches (Ward, Sodhi,
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McGuffin, Buxton, & Jones, 2004). These proteins have flexible linkers and termini that have
high specificity, but low affinity for biomolecules. Disordered proteins can have multiple binding
partners and can serve as hub proteins in multi-subunit complexes. Flexible regions can enter an
ordered, defined orientation when interacting with a protein partner or nucleic acid. This makes
DDs attractive targets for identifying protein stretches with probable roles in protein-protein
interactions. Phosphorylation can also induce ordering of a DD (Wright & Dyson, 1999).
Disorder has been observed in NMR spectra and in x-ray crystallography of proteins with poorly
defined coordinates of amino acids. These observations can be used to train software to identify
DDs (Ward et al., 2004), predict function based on disordered domains (Patil, Teraguchi, Dinh,
Nakai, & Standley, 2012), discovered links with disease, which makes them potential drug
targets (Marasco & Scognamiglio, 2015).
Analysis of P. falciparum and other Apicomplexa genomes have shown that disordered
domains occur more frequently in these parasites relative to other eukaryota, eubacteria, and
archaea, with T. gondii having the most DPs in Apicomplexa (Feng et al., 2006). These
disordered domains link ordered domains within proteins observed in P. falciparum. It was
discovered in T. gondii that 45% of the proteome has regions of ≥60 amino acid regions that are
disordered. On average, 2% of archaean, 4.2% of eubacterial, and 33% of eukaryotic proteins
have disordered regions of >30 amino acids. Disordered domains and gene ontology (GO)
correlations have linked predicted disorder with cell cycling, signaling, and regulatory processes
(Ward et al., 2004). Conversely, ordered domains are needed for enzymes, immunological
recognition, and receptors (Wright & Dyson, 1999).
Current Understanding of Apicomplexan Cell Cycle
The ability of Apicomplexans to cause disease is closely linked with their ability to
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proliferate. Subsequently research has been directed to better understand the cell cycle of
Apicomplexans and elucidate the molecular components involved in stages of the cell cycle. It is
becoming clearer that the molecular mechanisms employed for cell cycling by these parasites are
potential drug targets due to their divergence from the mammalian cell cycle (Francia &
Striepen, 2014). The cell cycle of Apicomplexans is chaotic when compared to the canonical cell
cycle constructed from mammalian model organisms or other higher organisms (Morgan, 2007).
In T. gondii multiple rounds of asynchronous DNA replication and karyokinesis followed, by
synchronized cytokinesis (schizogony) forms merozoites and occurs in epithelial cells of cat
intestine. Conversely, the coupled events of karyokinesis and cytokinesis seen in endodyogeny
occurs in host cells. This flexibility of cell cycling is an element of Apicomplexan biology
(Francia & Striepen, 2014).
This flexibility and unique nature of the Apicomplexan cell cycle raises two questions:
how is such a flexible cell cycle coordinated in a sequential manner, and how are these events
regulated? Research in the last 5-10 years has given new insights into answering these questions.
It is becoming clear that the centrosome is responsible for coordinating cell cycle events and that
the plant-like ApiAP2 transcription factors (simply called AP2 from here on out) found in T.
gondii may be responsible for regulating gene expression at developmental stages to accomplish
a “just-in-time” delivery of proteins to build new parasites.
Shaw, Roos, and Tilney (2001) demonstrated that the synthesis of DNA and formation of
daughter cells were not tightly coregulated in T. gondii, but that active transcription and protein
synthesis are necessary for proper daughter cell formation. Analysis of the transcriptome of T.
gondii has provided insights into the development of newly forming parasites. Work done by
Radke JR et al. (2005) discovered that different genes are expressed at specific developmental
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stages of the parasite. While this is to be expected due to phenotypic changes, what is surprising
is the amount of gene expression change that occurs at specific stages. It is estimated that 1-5%
of genes are specifically expressed at each stage (sporozoite, tachyzoite, bradyzoite) and at
specific development stages. These results coincide with the observations of rhoptries and
micronemes being synthesized de novo as the daughter cells are forming (Nishi, Hu, Murray, &
Roos, 2008). These parasites predominantly express (1 in 5 transcripts) Api specific genes when
compared to yeast expression profiles i.e. while yeast may expression a large number of mRNA
species for metabolism, T. gondii expresses a large number of genes that are specific to
Apicomplexans.
Further work on the transcriptome by Behnke et al. (2010) showed that there are two
distinct sub-transcriptomes governing events for 1) metabolism and house-keeping, and 2) Apispecific genes, with 40% of mRNA species being cyclically expressed. The peak of metabolic
and house-keeping gene expression was found to be during G1, with peak expression of Apispecific genes during S/M. More telling was the observation that 24 predicted AP2 transcription
factors were expressed during the cell cycle resulting in an expression cascade during events
such as daughter cell building. Of the 68 predicted AP2 transcription factors, 24 were cell cycle
regulated, 11 were thought to be specific to bradyzoites, 27 were constitutively expressed, and 6
were unexpressed. It has already been noted that histone modification is important for gene
expression (Grissot et al., 2007), but it was also shown that chromatin remodelers were also
cyclically expressed. The essential T. gondii histone modifying enzyme lysine acetyltransferase
GCN5b has also been shown to interact with AP2s (Wang et al., 2014), with 1 AP2 factor being
cyclically expressed, 2 AP2 factors being constitutively expressed, and 1 AP2 factors which was
not reported as expressed by Behnke et al. (2010). This suggests a coordination of histone
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modification with AP2 factors acting at crucial times during the cell cycle.
The centrosomes have also been implicated in the progression of the cell cycle in T.
gondii. The parasite confines its centrosome(s) to a specific nuclear location throughout the
entire cell cycle (Brooks et al., 2011). The centrosome was found to be in proximity to a unique
structure of the nuclear envelope called the centrocone, which houses the spindle pole which is in
turn connected to the kinetochore and centromeres (Farrell & Gubbels, 2014) through
microtubules. The process of mitosis in T. gondii is closed, meaning that the nuclear envelope
never dissolves (Senaud, 1967), with this centrosome-centrocone-centromere structure being
maintained at all moments of the cell cycle. The chromosomes are also highly ordered with the
centromeres and telomeres clustering to distinct locations in the nucleus (Francia & Striepen
2014). Further research into the centrosome has discovered it is composed of 2 distinct structures
termed the outer and inner core (Suvorova, Francia, Striepen, & White, 2015). Regulatory
kinases such as TgArk1, TgMAPK-L1, and TgNek1-2 associate with the outer core, or
pericentriolar matrix, and are probably involved in regulating the budding cycle (cytokinesis)
with the inner core controlling the nuclear events (karyokinesis). This bipartite nucleosome could
then explain the ability of Apicomplexans to carry out different cell division types (schizogony or
endodyogeny).
A Cell Cycle Mutant and ECR2
This relationship between disordered proteins and functions, and their prevalence in
Apicomplexa, coupled with the lack of homology of Apicomplexan proteins with other proteins
makes them ideal candidates for investigation. Our research is focused on a hypothetical protein
of 2654 residues designated as ECR2 (TGME49_275430). ECR2 has been linked with a
temperature-sensitive cell cycle mutation, observed by the White lab at the University of South
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Florida (USF). VL3 (PONDR) analysis of ECR2 found that there were disordered stretches of
the predicted protein product indicated by scores >0.5 (pondr.com), (See Figure 3 below for
more information). The ts-mutant is capable of growth at the permissive temperature of 37°C,
but when the temperature is increased to 42°C, then the parasite develops chromosome defects,
arrests during S phase, and dies.
ECR2 is a very intron rich gene with 16 exons predicted. The complete protein product
has a molecular weight of 249 kDa with an isoelectric point of 4.86. The N-terminal fragment
and 2 C-terminal fragments of ECR2 are the focus of this investigation. The three disordered
fragments were designated as follows: Fragment 1, 1-500 amino acids; Fragment 2, 1794-2200
amino acids; and Fragment 3, 2192-2654 amino acids. The remaining residues from 501-1793
were omitted due to their hydrophobic character. The temperature sensitive mutation in fragment
1, L137P, has been linked with a cell cycle arrest and the mutation has an increase in predicted
disorder (Figure 3). Proline is known to act as a helix breaker and can interrupt secondary
structure structures and introduce bends (Richardson, 1981), and predictions of secondary
structures near the point mutation of ECR2 indicate that the L137P mutation interrupts an α-helix
(Appendix C.1). I-TASSER predictions indicate that the L137P mutation yields a less solvated αhelix (Figure 4). The three disordered fragments have approximately 30 potential protein binding
sites ranging from 6-36 amino acids in length (unpublished data). There is evidence that ECR2 is
phosphorylated at serine residues 339, 2048, 2429, and 2435 (ToxoDB.org).
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Figure 3: VL3 disordered analysis of wtECR2 and tsECR2 using PONDR. Scores >0.5 indicate regions of disorder. Fragment 1 (AA 1-500) is a
disordered stretch that has a temperature dependent cell cycle mutation, L137P. Fragment 2 (AA 1794-2200) and fragment 3 (2192-2654) are also
disordered. Residues from 501-1793 are reported as hydrophobic and were excluded from this investigation. The L137P mutation resulted in an
increase in predicted disorder. A) Wild type ECR2 has a small ordered stretch located around L137, but B) the mutation L137P results in a shift to
disorder. Appendix B has more detailed data of the VL3 PONDR disorder predictions.
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Figure 4: I-TASSER structure prediction of wtECR2 and tsECR2. I-TASSER cannot process structure predictions below 10 residues and above
1500 residues. Because ECR2 is 2654 amino acids long, the protein was folded only using the N-terminus of residues 1-1500. The comparison of
wild type and temperature sensitive ECR2 are shown above. The N terminus are colored blue, while the C terminus are red. Yellow and green are
from the center of the 1500 residues. The residue 137 has been pointed out. A) The wtECR2 has a more solvated first 500 residues, while B) the
tsECR2 mutation leads to the α-helix associating more closely with the center (green) of the protein. The hydrophobic interior of the protein has a
predicted globular shape(s), while the structure predictions of the terminal disordered ends are not found to fold into compact shapes. These
disordered ends (blue) were used to screen for protein partners.

While its role in the cell has not been elucidated, there is sufficient evidence to conclude
that it is involved in S phase of the cell cycle. The tsECR2 mutant has observable chromosome
defects, and a 3xHA (hemagglutinin) tagged ECR2 is found to be expressed and localized to the
parasite's nucleus during S phase (Figure 5). The protein may be involved with DNA replication
of the parasite as it partially costains with TgPCNA1. ECR2 lacks any recognizable enzymatic
domains seen from BLAST searches as reported by our collaborators, so its primary function
would probably be protein-protein interactions within a complex of proteins.
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Figure 5: Fluorescent microscopy of TgECR2HA in vivo. A) Vacuoles containing tachyzoites in the same field of view are circled in yellow. G1
and S are distinguished by the absence or presence, respectively, of two centrosomes (red dots), with DAPI binding to the DNA (blue). It is clear
that ECR2HA (green) is present in S phase and located in the nucleus by layering the two images. B) Co-staining of TgECR2HA and TgPCNA1
indicate overlapping of the proteins in the nucleus. Unpublished results. Image courtesy of White lab.

Yeast Two-Hybrid
While T. gondii is the model Apicomplexan with defined mouse models, well established
forward and reverse genetic methods, and relative ease of propagation (Kim & Weiss, 2004)
there are still other suitable options to study the structural biology of T. gondii genes and their
protein products. One such method is the yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) system. Y2H provides a cost
effective, low investment option to screen for interactors of ECR2 with materials provided from
USF. This method allows one to readily begin screens and generate protein-protein interaction
results with no need to grow the parasite in a BSL2 laboratory and yeast growth being the only
limiting step.
The yeast two-hybrid method was first described by Fields & Song (1989). It is a
complex, yet elegant method to detect ex vivo protein-protein interactions by observing growth
and phenotypes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This method allows one to discover protein
partners of a defined gene or gene fragment of interest. Y2H has been an important method to
construct interactomes (De Las Rivas & Fontanillo, 2010) and discover novel interactions
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(Auerbach & Stagljar, 2005). The method can theoretically be used to assess the entire proteome
of an organism, and a variety of Y2H methods exist to circumvent inherent limitations of the
method.
The yeast-two hybrid method utilizes the GAL-4 transcription factor found in S.
cerevisiae (Brueckner, Polge, Lentze, Auerbach, & Schlattner, 2009). GAL-4 has a DNA binding
domain (DBD) capable of binding to gene upstream activating sequences (UAS) and an
activation domain (AD) that initiates transcription in the presence of galactose (Auerbach &
Stagljar, 2005). GAL-4 is responsible for activating expression of genes required to utilize
galactose. The method operates by separating the DBD and AD, creating fusion proteins of DBD
and AD, and coexpressing the fusion proteins ex vivo. The fusion proteins are synthesized by
adding polypeptides termed bait and fish to the C-termini of the DBD and AD, respectively. The
DBD-bait protein will bind to the UAS, but it will not activate expression of a reporter gene
alone, and likewise the AD-fish protein is incapable of initiating transcription of the reporter
alone. If the bait and fish interact with one another, then the DBD and AD can be brought back
together, thus reconstituting GAL-4 and allowing the transcription factor to drive the expression
of reporter genes (Figure 6).
By attenuating yeast strains, nutritional selective pressures can be placed on yeast to
maintain plasmids encoding the bait and prey fusion proteins along with enzymes missing from
biosynthetic pathways. Through coexpressing the bait and prey fusions within yeast, either by
transforming or mating yeast, it is possible to drive the expression of multiple reporter genes, and
ultimately growth, by the interaction of proteins. Reporter genes include resistance to
antimicrobial agents, enzymes needed in attenuated biosynthetic pathways, and enzymes capable
of generating a visible product from an analogue, e.g. LacZ and MEL1. Colonies that survive
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plating on stringent media will have interacting inserts, and the prey can be isolated and
sequenced.

Figure 6: Yeast two-hybrid mechanism. GAL4 DBD and GAL AD fusions are expressed separately from plasmids. Prey and Bait interactions are
capable of reconstituting the GAL4 transcription factor and initiating the expression reporter genes under the control of the GAL4 UAS. In
Y2HGold, AUR1-C, ADE2, HIS3, and MEL1 reporter gens are under the control of Bait and Prey interactions. If an interaction occurs that is
strong enough to drive the expression of all reporter constructs in Y2HGold, then the yeast will be capable of growing on stringent media and
generate a blue phenotype. This generation of blue color is an indication of a putative protein partner of ECR2. Image courtesy of Matchmaker®
Gold Yeast Two-Hybrid System User Manual.

Though there are limitations with Y2H including high rates of false positives, false
negatives, lack of symmetrical interactions (switching of bait and prey from DBD and AD,
respectively), growth dependent on the strength of the interaction, and their lack of
reproducibility, it still remains a cost effective starting point to screen for protein partners for
genes of interest. When coupled with additional lines of supporting evidence, Y2H is a powerful
and valid method to discover and characterize novel interactions (Kvaal, Radke, Guerini, &
White, 2002).
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Aims of Research
We will screen for interactors of the 3 fragments of ECR2 including the ts-mutant using a
cDNA library from asynchronous T. gondii by the Y2H method. Screens will be conducted using
a Clonetech Yeast two-hybrid Matchmaker Gold kit to mate bait containing mating type a
(Y2HGold) with a cDNA library containing mating type α (Y187). It is our goal to find
interacting partners of ECR2 and begin creating an interactome for this protein. Plasmids isolated
from growing, blue yeast colonies will be sequenced to determine the protein products that
interacted with the bait fragments. The temperature-sensitive mutation will be compared to the
wild type in parallel by sequentially or cotransforming Y2HGold with isolated plasmids from the
screens. These transformants will be grown at various temperatures to determine if interactions
are conditional on the basis of temperature as done by others (Cayrol, Cabrolier, & Ducommun,
1997). The strength of the bait and prey interactions will be compared to the positive control
p53+lam and the negative control lam+T using a β-galactosidase chemiluminescence assay.
From the findings of the White lab and available information on ECR2 from ToxoDB.org,
the following hypotheses have been generated:
1) Fragments 1-3 may have known kinase/phosphatase partners involved in cell cycle
regulation,
2) ECR2 may serve as a hub protein with multiple binding partners forming a protein
complex involved in the synthesis of chromosomal DNA or chromosome remodeling,
3) Protein partners will be observed that interact with the wild type allele of ECR2, but that
do not interact with the temperature sensitive allele of ECR2,
4) Conditional, temperature dependent interactions will be observed between alleles of
fragment 1.
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The results generated by this study will serve as additional evidence to be used in
conjunction with IP/LC-MSMS proteomic analysis proposed by the White lab. Data generated
from these approaches will complement the current (Figure 5) and future cytological evidence
discovered by our collaborators. This investigation will provide strong evidence of novel protein
partners in the DNA synthesis machinery and new insights into the molecular components of the
T. gondii cell cycle.
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Chapter II: Materials and Methods
Yeast Mating and Screens
Prey and Baits were constructed and provided to the Kvaal lab from the White lab at USF.
Prey plasmids were constructed from an asynchronous, tachyzoite T. gondii culture that was
lysed, subjected to RT-PCR, and ligated into the prey vector pGADT7 using 5'-EcoRI and 3'XhoI restriction sites. This cDNA library was transformed into yeast strain Y187 (Mating Type
α) and 1mL library aliquots of high density cultures (>1.0e7 CFU/mL) were prepared in cryovial
tubes. Baits of wild-type and temperature-sensitive alleles of fragment 1, fragment 2, and
fragment 3 were ligated into the pGBKT7 vector and used to transform yeast strain Y2HGold
(Mating Type a) and 1 mL aliquots were prepared. The Bait and Prey yeast strains were shipped
on dry ice and placed in an -80°C freezer upon arrival.
Three to 5 days before mating pGBKT7-Baits were streaked to isolation on DOB-W
plates and incubated at 30°C. An overnight culture of 50mL DOB-W was inoculated using one
fresh colony of pGBKT7-Bait and incubated at 250 rmp, 30°C until the OD600nm reached 0.80. A
cell count was established using a hemocytometer prior to centrifugation. The culture was
centrifuged at 1000xg for 5 min to pellet the cells. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet
was resuspended to a cell density of >1x108 cells/mL in 4-5 mL DOB-W.
A 1mL tube of pGADT7-Prey cDNA library was thawed using room temperature water.
The cryovial was vortexed and 10 μL was removed and a 1:10 serial dilution was prepared from
10-2 to 10-5 to determine the viability of the library and the number of prey (proteins) screened. In
a sterile 2 L flask were combined 1 mL of the library, 4-5 mL of the Bait, and 37 mL of 2xYPDA
(50 μg/mL kanamycin). The library vial and bait tube were rinsed twice with 1 mL 2xYPDA and
added to the 2 L flask. The flask was incubated at 30°C for 20-24 hours at 40 rpm to allow the
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culture to mate.
After 20 hours the culture was examined under a microscope to find zygotes. Once
zygotes were observed, the culture was centrifuged at 1000xg for 10 min. All centrifugation steps
were done at room temperature. The supernatant was discarded and a 50 mL rinse of the 2 L
mating flask using 0.5x YPDA (50 μg/mL kanamycin) was added to the pellet and centrifuged
again at the same parameters. This was repeated once more. The cells were resuspended to 20
mL using 0.5x YPDA (50 μg/mL kanamycin). The suspended cells were serially diluted 1:10
from 10-1 to 10-4 and plated on DOB-L-W to determine mating efficiency. Two-hundred to 250
μL aliquots of the suspension were plated on 150 mm DOB-W-L-H-Adenine (QDO) and/or
QDO + Aureobasidin A + X-α-Gal plates (QDO+AbA+X-α-Gal). Depending on the availability
of plates, the mated culture tube was rinsed with 1-5 mL 0.5x YPDA (50 μg/mL kanamycin) and
plated. A parallel positive control mating of pGBKT7-53 and pGADT7-T was prepared as
described above and plated. The plates were incubated at 30°C for 2 weeks and colonies were
observed.
Interactor Culturing and DNA Extraction
Yeast cultures that grew on QDO from the screens were isolated from their screen plates
and streaked on fresh QDO termed primary plates. Patches that grew on the primary plates were
then patched to QDO+AbA+X-α-Gal termed secondary plates. Those patches that grew and had
a blue color were selected and used to inoculate 5 mL or 50 mL aliquots of QDO and incubated
at 30°C, 300 rpm until the culture was saturated (1-3 days). The generation of a blue color is a
measure of stronger interaction in the Y2H assay and as such were considered putative
interactors in the screens. Glycerol stocks of the isolated putative interactors were prepared
before being used for DNA extraction. Yeast stocks were snap frozen and stored at -80°C.
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The remaining cultures were centrifuged at 14000xg for 1 min at room temperature. The
supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended using 200 μL of yeast lysis buffer
consisting of 2 % (v/v) Triton X-100, 1 % (w/v) SDS, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH
8.00), and 1 mM EDTA. To the cell suspension was added 200-300 μL of glass beads and 200 μL
of phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol [25:25:1 (v/v/v)]. The cells were lysed with a bead mill by
vortexing the suspension for 10 min. The lysate was centrifuged at 14000xg for 5 min at room
temperature and the supernatant was decanted into a new tube. One-tenth volume of 3 M NaOAc
and 2.5 volumes of 100% EtOH was used the precipitate the DNA, via centrifugation at 14000xg
for 10 min at room temperature. The supernatant was decanted and the pellet washed with 1 mL
70% EtOH and centrifuged at the same parameters. The pellet was allowed to air dry for 10
minutes at room temperature before being resuspended in 50 μL of 1x TE buffer and stored at 20°C.
E. coli Transformation and Plasmid Purification
Yeast DNA extracts from screened interactors were used to transform E. coli. 2 μL of
yeast DNA extract was added to a pre-chilled transformation tube using pre-chilled pipette tips
and left on ice. Simultaneously, aliquots of NEB 5-alpha Competent E. coli cells were thawed on
ice. Once thawed, 50 μL of competent cells was added to the transformation tube containing the
yeast DNA extract. The tube was gently flicked 2-3 times and placed on ice for 30 min. After the
allotted time elapsed, the cells were heat shocked for 30 seconds at 42°C and then immediately
placed on ice for 5 min. Nine-hundred-and-fifty μL of SOC media was added to the cells and
then incubated for 60 min at 37°C, 250 rpm. The cells were serially diluted to 1:10 and 1:100,
plated on LB-amp (50 μg/mL), and incubated overnight at 37°C. A positive control transformant
using 50 ng of pUC19 and a negative control of untransformed NEB 5-alpha E. coli were plated
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to verify the transformation efficiency.
Transformants were plucked from the plates using a 200 μL pipette tip and ejected into 5
mL aliquots of LB-amp (50 μg/mL). The cultures were grown overnight at 37°C. The turbid
cultures (OD600nm > 1.0) were pelleted at 14000xg for 1 min at room temperature. Using an
alkaline lysis miniprep kit from IBI, plasmid DNA was purified from the pelleted cells and eluted
in 40 μL of Elution Buffer.
The purified DNA was assessed for concentration and purity by taking absorbance
measurements of the eluent at 260 nm and 280 nm. Purified plasmid DNA was stored at -20°C.
DNA double digests were performed using EcoRI HF and XhoI and the digestion reactions
stained with EZ-Vision One fluorescent visualization dye. Twenty μL of the stained digestion
reaction were resolved on a 1x TAE, 1% agarose gel and compared to a GeneMate Quanti
Marker 1kb ladder. The gel was imaged to verify the presence of prey plasmids.
Yeast Transformation
Y2HGold and Y187 strains of yeast were transformed using a PEG/LiAc/ss-carrier DNA
method from Clonetech. Yeast strains to be transformed were isolation streaked on appropriate
media and incubated 3-5 days before use at 30°C. Two to 3 colonies were used to inoculate 50
mL of appropriate media and incubated over night at 30°C shaking at 250 rpm. A volume of the
culture was used to inoculate 50 mL YPDA to an OD600nm of 0.15-0.30 and grown until the
OD600nm reached 0.40-0.50. The cells were then centrifuged at 700xg for 5 min at room
temperature. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in 8 mL of sterile,
deionized H2O and then centrifuged at same parameters. The supernatant was discarded and the
pellet was resuspended in 3 mL of 1x TE/LiAc to prepare competent yeast cells.
In a pre-chilled, sterile tube transformations were prepared. Carrier DNA was denatured
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by incubating at 100°C for 5 min, and prior to use the carrier DNA was incubated again at 100°C
for 5 min. In the pre-chilled tube was added 5 µL of ss carrier DNA, 100-300 ng of plasmid
DNA, 50 µL of competent cells, and 500 µL of freshly prepared 1x PEG/LiAc in that order. The
cells were incubated at 30°C for 30 mins and inverted every 10 min. After 30 min elapsed, 20 µL
of DMSO was added to the cells and heat shocked at 42°C for 15 min, with gentle mixing every
5 min. The cells were centrifuged at 14000xg for 30 seconds at room temperature and
resuspended in 1 mL of YPD Plus Medium. The cells were grown at 30°C for 45 min shaking at
200 rpm. The cells were then pelleted at high speed and suspended in 1 mL of sterile 0.9 % (w/v)
NaCl. Serial dilutions of 1:10 and 1:100 were plated on the appropriate media for the plasmids
used and incubated for 5 days. Stocks were prepared in 25% glycerol YPDA media and stored at
-80oC.
Assessment of Conditional Interaction
Conditional interaction of pGBKT7-ECR2 wild-type and temperature sensitive alleles of
Fragment 1 with genes of interest were assessed using the Y2HGold strain. Positive and negative
controls of pGBKT7-p53/pGADT7-T and pGBKT7-lamin/pGADT7-T transformants of
Y2HGold were produced and used to determine temperature thresholds of growth on DDO and
QDO. Yeast strains were streaked out on Y2HGold and the cultures were allowed to grow at
25°C, 30°C, 35°C, 37°C, 38°C, 39°C, 40°C, and 42°C. Growth was observed at 25°C, 30°C,
35°C, 37°C, and 38°C on DDO and QDO, but no growth was observed above 38°C. With this
threshold established Bait and Prey combination were grown on DDO and QDO at 30°C, 37°C,
and 38°C. Growth was observed and recorded over 3-7 days.
Beta-galactosidase Assay of Yeast Lysates
The yeast strain Y187 was used to assay interaction of bait and prey using LacZ as a
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reporter gene. Y2HGold strains containing pGBKT7-ECR2 wild-type and temperature-sensitive
alleles of Fragment 1 were streaked on DOB-W and grown 3 days until colonies appeared. Three
colonies of uniform color and size from each ECR2 allele being studied were used to inoculate
liquid DOB-W and grown at 30°C overnight at 250 rpm. A phenol-chloroform DNA extraction
was performed as described previously to obtain baits. The DNA extract was used to transform
NEB-Turbo E. coli and purified pGBKT7-Baits were used to transform Y187 using the
previously described PEG/LiAc/ss-carrier DNA method and selected or on DOB-W media.
Glycerol stocks were prepared of the Y187-pGBKT7-Bait and the stocks streaked on DOB-W.
The bait containing strains of Y187 were then transformed with purified Prey DNA from yeast
two-hybrid screens and selected for on DDO. Glycerol stocks of the transformants were prepared
and stored at -80°C. Y187 controls using p53, lamin, and Large-T antigen were also prepared at
this time. Additionally, Y187 strains with p53 + pGADT7-Prey of interest, lamin + pGADT7Prey, and pGADT7-Prey were also created to assess promiscuous interactions and autoactivation of prey of interest.
The newly created Y187 strains were streaked out on DDO or DOB-L and grown until
colonies had appeared (3-5 days). Assays were performed with 1-2 week old colonies. Liquid
DDO or DOB-L was inoculated with 2-3 colonies of yeast and grown overnight at 30°C until the
cultures were very dense (OD600nm 1.50-2.00). Two mL of these dense cultures were used to
inoculate 8 mL of YPD and cells were diluted until densities of 0.20 to 0.30 were reached.
Cultures were then grown for 3-5 hours at 30°C shaking at 250 rpm. Densities were monitored
hourly until the OD600nm reached a range of 0.40 to 0.60, and final densities recorded after 30
secs to 1 min of vortexing. Cultures where then prepared for lysis by taking 10 mL of each yeast
suspension and pelleting at 1000xg for 5 min at room temperature. Supernatants were decanted
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and the resulting pellets were resuspended in 10 mL Z-buffer (60 mM Na2HPO4∙7H2O, 40 mM
NaH2PO4∙H2O, 10 mM KCl, 1 mM MgSO4∙7H2O) pH 7.02. The cells were pelleted again at the
same parameters and the supernatants decanted. The pellets were then resuspended in 2 mL of Zbuffer. One-hundred µL of cell suspension was then added to a sterile 1.5 mL microfuge tube and
frozen-thawed twice (1 minute in liquid nitrogen followed by a 1 min thaw in a 37°C water
bath). The lysate was vigorously vortexed and 25 µL/well of lysate was added to 200 µL/well of
200 µM Galacton-Star substrate (≈178 µM working concentration) in a round-bottom white 96well plate. The assay was run at 23°C for 1 hour followed by centrifuging the plate at 1000xg for
5 min at 23°C. The samples were then read in a GloRunner Microplate Luminometer at a 4 sec
exposure. Data was normalized to OD600nm readings taken prior to harvesting and a student’s ttest was performed between wild-type and temperature-sensitive alleles of ECR2. Promiscuity
and auto-activation were assessed using a one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey’s “honest
statistical difference” post-test.
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Chapter III: Results
Overview of Yeast Mating and Screens
Yeast two-hybrids were employed to discover interactors of the 4 fragments of ECR2
using C-terminus ends of polypeptides encoded by a cDNA library from a culture of
asynchronous tachyzoites. Table 1 highlights the screen results. Screens 1-3 used fragments 2
and 3 of ECR2 as bait with screens 1 and 2 using QDO supplemented with Aba and X-α-Gal.
Screens 1 and 2 found only 1 putative interactor for fragment 2 and 4 for fragment 3,
respectively. These 5 putative C-terminal interactors of ECR2 were then transferred to
QDO+AbA+X-α-Gal and only 1 of the colonies from screen 2 produced a blue colony. It was
suspected that the selection in screens 1 and 2 was too stringent from the addition of AbA
resulting in a low number of putative interactors so a second screen using fragment 2 was
attempted with QDO as the selection. Screen 3 using less stringent medium resulted in zero
colonies capable of growing on QDO when patched. Screen 4 was not attempted as a result of
finding no increase of putative interactors using less stringent media in screen 3. Screens 5 and 6
were conducted using the wild type and temperature sensitive alleles of ECR2, respectively.
Screen 5 resulted in 80 colonies observed after 2 weeks of growth on QDO, all 80 of these clones
grew on QDO after patching, and 27 blue colonies were observed after patching to
QDO+AbA+X-α-Gal. Screen 6 resulted in 116 colonies. As with screen 5, when the 116 colonies
were patched to QDO all 116 of the clones grew with 33 blue patches forming when they were
transferred to QDO+AbA+X-α-Gal.
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Table 1: Overview of Y2H mating and screens. Screens 1 and 2 used fragments 2 and 3, respectively, and the selection medium was more
stringent than screens 3, 5, and 6. Screens 1 and 2 resulted in only 1 clone becoming blue when patched on X-α-Gal. When the screen 1 using
fragment 2 was repeated in screen 3 using less stringent media no putative interactors were found and as a result screen 4 was not attempted.
Screens 5 and 6 used alleles of ECR2 and had 60 putative protein partners (60 blue colonies total). Diploid counts show the total number of bait
and prey combinations that were screened and library viability indicates the number of prey (proteins) that were used in the mate. Colonies/106
diploids were the numbers growing on the screen plates, with colonies that grew on -A-H-L-W representing the primary patch plate counts and
colonies that are blue being the secondary patch plates.

Screen
1
2

Selection
-L-W-A-H
+AbA+XαGal
-L-W-A-H
+AbA+XαGal

Screened Bait

# of Diploids
(Bait+Prey)

Library
Viability
(Prey)

Colonies per
10^6 Diploids

Colonies
that grew
on -A-H-L-W

Blue
Colonies

ECR2 #2

2.35e7

1.76e6

3.5

1

0

ECR2 #3

4.47e6

3.58e5

11.2

4

1

2.39e6

1.99e7

1.1

0

0

3

-L-W-A-H

ECR2 #2

4

-L-W-A-H

ECR2 #3

5

-L-W-A-H

wtECR2 #1

4.56e6

1.52e7

13.6

80

27

6

-L-W-A-H

tsECR2 #1

2.68e6

4.44e7

26.5

116
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NOT ATTEMPTED

cDNA Library Coverage of Tachyzoite Gene Expression
The cDNA library used to screen for interactors of the disordered fragments of ECR2
were prepared using the 3’ end of mRNA transcripts. Because this library is composed of
transcripts with varying levels of expression, the cDNA library will not equally represent each
expressed gene as a result. The genome of T. gondii ME49 has been sequenced to 26.55X
coverage with 8322 predicted protein coding ORFs as of 2015 (ToxoDB.org, Toxoplasma gondii
ME49). An ideal screen would contain all the genes during a two-hybrid mate. One way to
overcome the exclusion of rare of transcripts is to increase the total number of diploids screened.
𝑁=

ln (1 − 𝑃)
1
ln (1 − 𝑛)

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1

Using equation 1 above it is possible to predict the probability that all genes being
expressed and captured (mRNA purification) have been included in the screen. N represents the
number of diploids screened, P is the probability that all rare protein coding sequences have been
included in the screen, and 1/n is the proportion of rare mRNA transcripts relative to the total
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mRNA present in a cell. It is difficult to determine the total number of rare mRNA transcripts in
a cell, so an estimate must be made to get an idea of how inclusive the screen was. It has been
estimated that the portion of rare mRNA relative to the total mRNA is 1/37000 (Williams, 1981),
(Sambrook & Russell, 2001). As an example consider screen 1. A total of 2.35x107 diploids were
screen with an estimated 1/3rd of those being in frame yielding an estimated N=7.83x106 cDNA
inserts having correct protein products encoded. By solving for P in equation 1 it is determined
that there was a probability of 100% that all expressed genes were included in screen 1. When
this is applied to the other screens it is also predicted that 100% of the genes were included in
each screen attempted. While all genes being expressed are theoretically present, the cDNA
library represents only the 3’ ends of the mRNA transcripts, and as a result only C-terminal
protein products.
Auto-activation of ECR2 Fragments
As a final demonstration that the screens performed were selecting for protein-protein
interactions consider Figure 7. It could be argued that the results observed were a product of
auto-activation of the reporter gene constructs by the bait alone rather than interaction between
bait and prey. If it were the case that the baits alone were capable of auto-activation, then the
plates used to screen would have had lawns of yeast, but as a matter of formality an experiment
was conducted to demonstrate that the protein fragments of ECR2 are not auto-activators. Figure
7 demonstrates that while the strains are capable of growth on DOB-W, when transferred to
DOB-W-A-H it was observed that the 4 fragments of ECR2 failed to drive gene expression for
growth on this selective media.
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Figure 7: Auto-activation of the 4 ECR2 baits used in screens 1-6. The plate map depicts yeast strain composition in A and B. A) All protein
combinations were capable of growth on DOB-W demonstrating that the Y2HGold strains were viable and had the proteins being tested. B) The
strains were also grown on DOB-A-H-W to select for protein interactions or auto-activators. Only the positive control p53+T was able to grown
on this media and the 4 fragments of ECR2 were not capable of auto-activating the reporter constructs in Y2HGold.

Processing and Analysis of Putative Interactors
The 5 putative interactors of fragments 2 and 3, and the 27 and 33 blue colonies from
screens 5 and 6, respectively, were grown in liquid QDO and a crude DNA extraction was
performed. DNA extracts were then used to transform NEB-5α E. coli which were selected on
LB-ampicillin plates. The crude extracts would have contained a population of pGADT7 vectors
with prey coding sequence, pGBKT7-bait, and gDNA and mtDNA from yeast. By selecting
transformants on LB-ampicillin plates the E. coli present would have the cDNA containing
pGADT7 vector. Of the 65 yeast diploids and resultant DNA samples, only 43 samples resulted
in transformants for analysis. Forty-three prey plasmids were purified and characterized by
Sanger sequencing and gel electrophoresis. Figure 8 illustrates an EcoRI and XhoI double digest
of the purified prey plasmids. An expected fragment of ~8000 bp was observed from the
pGADT7 backbone. Inserts were then seen ranging from 3100 bp to 600 bp. Table 2 contains
more data concerning insert sizes and which screen the prey came from.
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Figure 8: EcoRI/XhoI restriction digest of DV1 through DV42. An EcoRI/XhoI digest was performed to determine the insert size of
purified prey cDNA. The pGADT7 backbone was found near the expected 8000 bp marker with band sizes ranging from 2000 bp to
< 250 bp. DV43 (not shown) was also digested with EcoRI/XhoI and resolved on a separate 1.0% agarose gel.
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Table 2: Screen ID, sequencing ID, interacting ECR2 Fragment, and estimated cDNA insert size of prey.

Screen ID

Sequencing ID

Fragment of ECR2

Estimated Insert Size (bp)

2-18-1-3
2-20-1-3
2-22-5-1
2-18-2-2
5-1-1
5-2-1
5-3-1
5-3-2
5-3-3
5-3-4
5-7-1
5-23-1
5-24-1
5-26-1
5-26-2
5-28-1
5-28-2
5-29-1
5-30-1
5-30-2
5-31-1
5-32-1
5-34-2
5-36-1
6-4-2
6-5-1
6-12-1
6-12-2
6-13-1-2
6-16-1
6-16-2
6-20-1
6-20-3
6-27-3
6-35-2
6-37-2
6-44-4
6-45-1
6-46-3
6-47-1
6-51-1
6-62-1
6-1-4

DV1
DV2
DV3
DV4
DV5
DV6
DV7
DV8
DV9
DV10
DV11
DV12
DV13
DV14
DV15
DV16
DV17
DV18
DV19
DV20
DV21
DV22
DV23
DV24
DV25
DV26
DV27
DV28
DV29
DV30
DV31
DV32
DV33
DV34
DV35
DV36
DV37
DV38
DV39
DV40
DV41
DV42
DV43

Fragment 3
Fragment 3
Fragment 3
Fragment 3
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Wild Type
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.
Fragment 1 Temp. Sen.

600
2850
1800
1600
1750
1400
1250
1250
1250
1250
600
1600
1100
1800
1900
1400
1400
600
1400
1800
1450
1400
3100
2300
2000
2450
1100
600
1000
1000
600
900
1400
600
2050
2400
1400
800
1600
900
600
2150
2050
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Screen ID
2-18-1-3
2-20-1-3
2-18-2-2
5-7-1
5-23-1
5-26-1
5-26-2
5-28-1,5-30-1,5-32-1
5-31-1,6-16-1
6-5-1
6-12-1
6-13-1-2
6-20-1
6-27-3
6-35-2,6-1-4
6-37-2
6-44-4
6-46-3
6-47-1
6-62-1

BLAST Results
TGME49_239760 RPL22 (Ribosome Subunit)
TGME49_292130 RPL13a (Ribosome Subunit)
TGME49_289600 Heat Shock Protein 29
TGME49_304900 Hypothetical Protein (Vacuolar Membrane Protein)
TGME49_211310 Hypothetical Protein (chromosome condensation regulator repeat protein)
TGME49_222910 phosphoglycerate mutase
TGME49_227000 Hypothetical Protein
TGME49_273660 AP2 domain transcription factor AP2VIII-3 (AP2VIII3)
TGME49_200010 Gra20 E 0.0
TGME49_276170 phosphatidylinositol 3- and 4-kinase E 0.0
TGME49_301380 elongation factor Tu GTP binding domain-containing protein E 0.0
TGME49_231210 sarcalumenin/ eps15 family protein E 8e-78
TGME49_215920 Hypothetical Protein (Ubiquinol-cytochrome c chaperone)
TGME49_226250 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide DDX3X (DDX3X) E 0.0 (ATP-dependent RNA helicase)
TGME49_269950 Hypothetical Protein E 0.0 (hydroperoxidase [Cronobacter sp. 1383])
TGME49_222350 Hypothetical Protein (putative transmembrane protein)
TGME49_244120 Hypothetical Protein E 2e-145 (CW-type zinc finger protein)
TGME49_265260
TGME49_313380 Hypothetical Protein 3e-157 (G2 protein, putative)
TGME49_320550 Hypothetical Protein E 0.0 (PREDICTED: AP-5 complex subunit beta-1 [Brassica rapa])

Table 3: Sequencing ID, screen ID, and BLAST results of prey.

Seq. ID
DV1
DV2
DV4
DV11
DV12
DV14
DV15
DV16,DV19,DV22
DV21, DV30
DV26
DV27
DV29
DV32
DV31,DV34
DV35, DV43
DV36
DV37
DV39
DV40
DV42
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Recreation of Interactions
The purified prey plasmids from screens 5 and 6 were used to transform Y2HGold to
recreate and further refine the interactions observed in the screens. Plasmids from screens 1 and
2 were excluded from the transformations because sequencing results indicated that they were
common false positives, i.e. ribosome subunits and a heat shock protein. Table 4 contains data of
the transformation scheme. Twenty plasmid samples isolated from screen 5 were used to
transform Y2HGold-pGBKT7-wtECR2 Fragment 1, with 14 successfully growing on QDO.
When the 19 prey plasmids isolated from screen 6 (discovered using tsECR2) were used to
recreate an interaction with wtECR2, it was found that all 19 prey worked. The 20 plasmids
isolated from screen 5 using wtECR2 Fragment 1 were then used to transform Y2HGoldpGBKT7-tsECR2 Fragment 1, which resulted in the same 14 samples growing on QDO as seen
in the recreation using the wild-type bait. The 19 plasmids isolated from screen 6 were then used
to transform Y2HGold-pGBKT7-wtECR2 Fragment 1 and all 19 samples were capable of
generating growth on QDO. All plasmids shown to recreate an interaction or allow for growth on
QDO were observed for both the wild-type and temperature-sensitive alleles of ECR2.
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Table 4: Screen ID, sequencing ID, ECR2 allele used to discover, and recreation of Bait+Prey interactions.

Discovered

Recreated

Screen ID

Sequencing ID

Wild Type

Temp. Sen.

Wild Type

Temp. Sen.

5-1-1

DV5

+

-

+

+

5-2-1

DV6

+

-

+

+

5-3-1

DV7

+

-

-

-

5-3-2

DV8

+

-

-

-

5-3-3

DV9

+

-

-

-

5-3-4

DV10

+

-

-

-

5-7-1

DV11

+

-

-

-

5-23-1

DV12

+

-

+

+

5-24-1

DV13

+

-

+

+

5-26-1

DV14

+

-

+

+

5-26-2

DV15

+

-

+

+

5-28-1

DV16

+

-

+

+

5-28-2

DV17

+

-

+

+

5-29-1

DV18

+

-

-

-

5-30-1

DV19

+

-

+

+

5-30-2

DV20

+

-

+

+

5-31-1

DV21

+

-

+

+

5-32-1

DV22

+

-

+

+

5-34-2

DV23

+

-

+

+

5-36-1

DV24

+

-

+

+

6-4-2

DV25

-

+

+

+

6-5-1

DV26

-

+

+

+

6-12-1

DV27

-

+

+

+

6-12-2

DV28

-

+

+

+

6-13-1-2

DV29

-

+

+

+

6-16-1

DV30

-

+

+

+

6-16-2

DV31

-

+

+

+

6-20-1

DV32

-

+

+

+

6-20-3

DV33

-

+

+

+

6-27-3

DV34

-

+

+

+

6-35-2

DV35

-

+

+

+

6-37-2

DV36

-

+

+

+

6-44-4

DV37

-

+

+

+

6-45-1

DV38

-

+

+

+

6-46-3

DV39

-

+

+

+

6-47-1

DV40

-

+

+

+

6-51-1

DV41

-

+

+

+

6-62-1

DV42

-

+

+

+

6-1-4

DV43

-

+

+

+
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Identification and Characterization of 3 GOIs
Bioinformatics was then employed to reduce the number of false positives and to focus
on groups of prey isolated in screens 5 and 6 that make sense in the biological context of ECR2,
i.e. predicted localization in the nucleus and interaction with chromosomes. Thirty-three of the
39 plasmids isolated from screens 5 and 6 were capable of recreating an interaction that allowed
Y2HGold to grow on QDO. Of the 33 plasmids analyzed 3 samples were selected as being
potential interactions of ECR2 in T. gondii. Table 5 highlights these results.
Table 5: 3 GOIs pulled out of screens 5 and 6. TGVEG_211310, TGVEG_276330, and TGME49_200010 were found to be putative interactors of
the first 500 amino acids of ECR2. These genes were selected due to their predicted location in the nucleus using Euk mPLoc 2.0 and their
homology to DNA interacting domains on CDD.

ToxoDB Gene ID

Screen ID

Protein
Size (aa)

Predicted
Location

Interval
(residues)

E-value

(Euk mPLoc 2.0)

Conserved
Domain(s)
(CDD)
RCC1_2

828-857

9.19e-06

AP2

378-418

1.63e-06

SMC_prok_B

1475-1754

1.04e-04

SMC_prok_A

294-398

8.18e-05

TGVEG_211310

DV12

2834

Nucleus

TGVEG_276330

DV16,19,22

2084

Nucleus,
Extracellular

TGME49_200010

DV21,30

413

Nucleus,
Extracellular

Inserts were created from transcripts using oligo dT primers so the inserts are from the 3’
end of the mRNA and as a result the polypeptides capable of creating an interaction in the Y2H
screens were using the C-terminal ends of T. gondii gene products. DV12 was identified as
TGVEG_211310 which has a protein product with a predicted regulator of chromosome
condensation (RCC1_2) domain (E-value 1.42e-06). DV16, 19, and 22 were identified as
TGVEG_273660 which has protein product with a predicted AP2 transcription factor like
domain (E-value 4.20e-05) located near the N-terminus with a structural maintenance of
chromosomes (SMC) domain (E-value1.04e-04) near the C-terminus. DV21 and 30 were
identified as TGME49_200010 with an SMC domain (E-value 8.18e-05) located near the C-
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terminus and has been identified on ToxoDB.org as Gra20 by Hsiao, Hiller, Haldar, and Knoll
(2013). These 6 plasmids fall into 3 groups of genes which have predicted localization in the
nucleus using Euk mPLoc 2.0 (Chou & Shen, 2010). The predicted localization and their
potential interactions with chromosomes fits the data observed by the White Lab concerning
ECR2’s role in chromosome interaction. From these results analysis of other prey plasmids was
halted to focus on these 3 genes.
From the 6 plasmids identified as having inserts of interest, 3 (Table 6) of those were
chosen to represent the 3 genes of interest (Table 5). DV12, DV22, and D21 sequencing was
used to determine the size of the insert and the polypeptide size that participates in the interaction
with wt-ECR2 Fragment 1 and ts-ECR2 Fragment 1. Excluding the added bases for restriction
sites and the poly A tail, DV12 was determined to have an insert of 1617 bp and a protein size of
263 residues. Likewise, DV21 was found to have an insert of 1059 bp and 209 residues. Stop
codons of the CDS were observed in the chromatograms of DV12 and DV21. The protein
product of DV12 had 100% identities with TGVEG_211310, and the protein product of DV21
had 207/209 identities with TGME49_200010. The sequencing results of DV12 and DV21
showed high quality data with high identities and no gaps observed. DV22 had many competing
peaks in the chromatogram, but a stretch of 25 bp were observed that shared homology with
TGVEG_273660. The estimated insert size is 1400 bp with a predicted polypeptide product of
≈450 residues. The sequencing results were poor, but the gene showed up 3 times in screen 5
suggesting that it was found in the cDNA library. Figure 9 depicts the transcript of the 3 GOIs,
their predicted domains, and the cDNA insert that was found to match the mRNA sequences.
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Table 6: Sequencing results and interacting protein sizes of DV12, DV22, and DV21. DV12, DV22, and DV21 were selected to represent the 3
GOIs from screens 5 and 6. High quality sequencing results of DV12 and DV21 showed that proteins of 263 and 209 amino acids, respectively,
interacted with ECR2. The sequencing results of DV22 were less clear, but it was estimated that 450 amino acids of TGVER_273660 interacted
with ECR2.

Colony
ID

Prey
ID

ToxoDB ID

cDNA
Length (bp)

Protein
Size (aa)

Score
(bits)

E-value

Identities

Gaps

5-23-1

DV12

TGVEG_211310

1617

263

2911

0.00

1616/1617

0/1617

5-32-1

DV22

TGVEG_273660

≈1400

≈450

37.4

0.13

23/25

0/25

5-31-1

DV21

TGME49_200010

1059

209

1884

0.00

1053/1059

0/1059

Figure 9: Comparison of GOI transcripts and DV12, DV22, and DV21 cDNA inserts. The blue boxes represent CDS with the divisions depicting
predicted exon boundaries, red boxes depict predicted UTR, and yellow boxes show identified domains of interest. Prey cDNA inserts are shown
below the transcripts as grey boxes. A) DV12 (TGVEG_211310) has an identified RCC1 2 domain near the N-terminus. The cDNA insert was
found to capture of portion of the 3’ CDS. B) DV22 (TGVEG_273660) has an AP2 domain located near the N-terminus and an SMC domain near
the C-terminus. AP2VIII-3 has no annotated UTR on ToxoDB.org. The estimated size of the cDNA insert captures a portion of the SMC domain.
C) DV21 (TGME49_200010) has an SMC domain near the C-terminus. The cDNA insert captured the entire SMC domain.

Assessment of Conditional Interactions in Y2HGold
After no qualitative differences were observed (Table 4) between the wild type and
temperature sensitive alleles of ECR2 and their interaction with prey at 30°C the conditional
interaction between bait and prey were assessed by growing the yeast at 30°C, 37°C, and 38°C.
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Y2HGold containing wild type and temperature sensitive alleles of ECR2 and the baits of
interest (Table 6) were grown on QDO and DDO at 30°C, 37°C, and 38°C with lam+T and
p53+T combinations for controls. Yeast grown at 30°C formed colonies around 3 days, while at
37°C and 38°C it took 7 days for very small colonies to appear (data not shown). The lam+T
failed to grown on QDO while all other groups tested grew on both media. The qualitative nature
of the Y2H system was unable to detect the conditional interaction between the temperature
sensitive allele of ECR2 and a real interactor.
Assessment of Conditional Interactions in Y187
A LacZ assay was then pursued to determine if there was a significant difference between
the interactions of the gene fragments of interest and the alleles of ECR2 at 30°C and 35°C. To
perform the LacZ assay wild type and temperature sensitive baits were extracted from Y2HGold
strains. The DNA extract was used to transform NEB Turbo competent E. coli and selected for
on LB-kanamycin. The bait plasmids were then purified, digested with NdeI/PstI, and resolved
on an agarose gel to verify the correct backbone and insert size of purified products. The purified
pGBKT7-baits were then used to transform Y187. Once transformants were obtained, second
transformations of DV12, DV21, and DV22 were performed for both alleles of ECR2. Y187 was
also transformed with pGBKT7-p53 and pGBKT7-lam followed by a transformation of
pGADT7-T to serve as controls. Attempts were made to grow yeast at 37°C and 38°C for the
enzyme assay, but the Y187 strain was incapable of growth in liquid DDO at those temperatures.
As a result of this, 35°C was pursued to grow yeast. Y2HGold strains containing the same bait
and prey combinations were also prepared to demonstrate interactions in the growth assay
(Figure 10). The growth assays demonstrate that the DV12, DV21, and DV22 form interactions
with wt-ECR2 and ts-ECR2 alleles.
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Figure 10: Recreation of wtECR2 and tsECR2 interactions with DV12, DV21, and DV22. The plate map depicts yeast strain composition in A
and B. A) Y2HGold strains with various bait and prey combinations grew on DDO indicating viability and presence of proteins. B) When
transferred to QDO all bait and prey combinations formed interactions and grew except the negative control lam+T.

To determine the amount of β-galactosidase activity per cell the data must be normalized
to the optical density of the cultures used in the enzyme assays. Otherwise, the activities relative
to one another are meaningless if one culture is denser than another. The 8 bait and prey
combinations were grown and their OD600nm were recorded prior to processing. The RLU signals
observed were normalized with OD600nm readings by dividing the signals with the cell densities.
The linear range of cell densities for this assay has been described as between 0.40 and 0.60, and
these cell densities were adhered to during this assay. Normalized standard deviation estimates
and 95% confidence intervals were also calculated.
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Table 7: Protein combinations, OD600nm, RLU, and normalized data of ECR2+Prey interactions at 30°C.

279.44

Normalized
RLU±95%CI
498.99±50.44

Normalized
St. Dev. Est.
36.34

0.60

12.56

20.94±4.94

3.56

WT+DV12

0.60

48.63

81.06±4.43

3.85

TS+DV12

0.58

55.71

96.05±4.45

3.87

WT+DV21

0.55

12.15

22.09±4.03

3.51

TS+DV21

0.54

14.21

26.31±1.79

1.56

WT+DV22

0.53

8.78

16.56±4.62

4.02

TS+DV22

0.56

12.32

22.00±2.97

2.58

Bait/Prey

OD600nm

RLU

p53+T

0.56

lam+T

* (p < 0.02)

Figure 11: Strength of interactions between DV12, DV21, and DV22 and wtECR2 and tsECR2 in Y187 at 30°C. The temperature sensitive
mutant of ECR2 and the prey had higher activities than the wild type ECR2 with the same prey. A statistically significance difference was
observed between the alleles of ECR2 and DV12 (p<0.02) with n=5 at an alpha-level of 0.05.

The controls behaved as expected when the yeast strains were grown at 30°C (see Table 7
above for normalized activities for each bait + prey combination) The positive control performed
strongly with the highest normalized signal of 489.99±50.44 RLU/OD600nm while the negative
control had 20.94±4.94 RLU/OD600nm. Activities of DV12 and the two alleles were found to be
statistically different at an alpha level of 0.05, t (8) = 3.29, p < 0.02, using a student’s t-test with
wtECR2+DV12 yielding 81.06±4.43 RLU/OD600nm and tsECR2+DV12 yielding 96.05±4.45
RLU/OD600nm. The strength of the relationship between alleles of ECR2 was found to be 0.57 as
indexed by eta-squared.
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The comparison of wtECR2 and tsECR2 with DV21 and DV22 did not have any
statistically significant differences between the alleles. DV21 had activities of 22.09±4.03
RLU/OD600nm and 26.31±1.79 RLU/OD600nm between the wtECR2 and tsECR2, respectively.
Likewise, DV22 had 16.56±4.62 RLU/OD600nm and 22.00±2.97 RLU/OD600nm, respectively.
There was a trend observed where the tsECR2 baits had higher activities per cell relative to the
wtECR2 bait.
Table 8: Protein combinations, OD600nm, RLU, and normalized data of ECR2+Prey interactions at 35°C.

Bait + Prey

OD600nm

RLU

p53 + T
Lam + T
WT2 + DV12
TS2 + DV12
WT2 + DV21
TS2 + DV21
WT2 + DV22
TS2 + DV22

0.49
0.48
0.47
0.44
0.50
0.46
0.47
0.43

16.12
10.27
10.60
14.63
9.89
14.53
9.62
13.47

Normalized
Mean±95%CI
32.90±6.22
21.41±2.31
22.56±5.14
33.25±3.75
19.78±9.48
31.59±6.50
20.48±9.81
31.32±2.00

Normalized
St. Dev. Est.
3.39
1.26
2.80
2.04
5.16
3.54
5.34
1.09

* (p < 0.05)

Figure 12: Strength of interactions between DV12, DV21, and DV22 and wtECR2 and tsECR2 in Y187 at 35°C. The temperature sensitive
mutant of ECR2 and the prey had higher activities than the wild type ECR2 with the same prey as seen in Figure 11. DV21 and DV22 had similar
patterns and activities to 30°C. The positive control p53+T, WT+DV12, and TS+DV12 had reduced activities. The activity of lam+T at 35°C was
no different from that observed at 30°C. A statistically significance difference was observed between the alleles of ECR2 and DV12 (p<0.05) with
n=5 at an alpha-level of 0.05.

The enzyme assays were also performed at 35°C. The positive control (32.90±6.22
RLU/OD600nm) had higher activities than the negative control (21.41±2.31 RLU/OD600nm). A
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statistically significant difference was observed again when comparing the interaction between
DV12 and the alleles of ECR2. Wild-typeECR2+DV12 had an activity of 22.56±5.14
RLU/OD600nm and the tsECR2 had an activity of 33.25±3.75 RLU/OD600nm and the significance
was observed at an alpha level of 0.05, t (4) = 3.55, p < 0.05. The strength of the relationship
between alleles of ECR2 was found to be 0.76 as indexed by eta-squared.
The comparison of wtECR2 and tsECR2 with DV21 and DV22 did not have any
statistically significant differences between the alleles. DV21 had activities of 19.78±9.48
RLU/OD600nm and 31.59±6.50 RLU/OD600nm between the wtECR2 and tsECR2, respectively.
Likewise, DV22 had 20.48±9.81 RLU/OD600nm and 31.32±2.00 RLU/OD600nm, respectively.
There was a trend in that the activities in the samples were lower than those from yeast grown at
30°C. The activities for the negative control were similar at 30°C and 35°C. The activity dropped
significantly for p53+T and the DV12 samples, while the activities were similar for the other
samples tested. The trend of the tsECR2 baits having higher activities per cell relative to the
wtECR2 bait seen at 30°C was still observed at 35°C.
Auto-activation and Promiscuity of 3 GOIs
It could be argued that the interactions between the prey (DV12, DV21, DV22) and the
baits (fragment 1 of wtECR2 and tsECR2) are not occurring or are nonspecific. To address this
Y2HGold containing only the prey DV12, DV21, and DV22 were grown on DOB-L and DOBL-A-H. The yeast strains were viable on DOB-L, but when transferred to DOB-L-A-H only the
positive control grew after 5 days (Figure 13). From these results it is clear that the prey alone
are not capable of auto-activation of the reporter genes in Y2HGold.
A series of Y2HGold strains were also generated to demonstrate that the interactions of
the prey DV12, DV21, and DV22 were the product of specific interactions with the alleles of
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ECR2 fragment 1. It is possible that the polypeptide products of DV12, DV21, and DV22 are
simply the result of sticky or promiscuous proteins. Sticky or promiscuous proteins would mean
that interactions formed are not the result of specific orientations of bait and prey, but unwanted,
nonspecific interactions. To assess this the control baits p53 and lam were transformed with
DV12, DV21, and DV22 into Y2HGold. The resultant yeast strains were streaked out on DDO
and QDO (Figure 14). The yeast strains are viable on DDO, but when grown on QDO only the
positive control was able to grow on QDO after 5 days. Interestingly, lam+DV21 had very red
colonies after 10 days of growth on QDO, while its phenotype was white on DDO. These results
demonstrate that the prey are specific in their interactions with the alleles of ECR2 fragment 1.

Figure 13: Auto-activation of DV12, DV21, and DV22 in Y2HGold at 30°C. The plate map depicts yeast strain composition in A and B. A)
Y2HGold strains containing only the prey DV12, DV21, and DV22 were grown on DOB-L demonstrating viability of the strains and the presence
of the proteins. B) When transferred to DOB-A-H-L the only strain capable of growth was the positive control. The proteins DV12, DV21, and
DV22 were not capable of auto-activating the reporter construct in Y2HGold.
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Figure 14: Promiscuity of DV12, DV21, and DV22 in Y2HGold at 30°C. The plate map depicts yeast strain composition in A and B. A) Y2HGold
containing DV12, DV21, and DV22 were combined with the positive control baits p53 and lam. When plated on DDO all strains grew showing
viability and the presence of bait and prey. B) These bait and prey combinations were plated on QDO to detect interactions. Only the positive
control formed an interaction and was capable of growth. Lam + DV21 did yield very red, small colonies after 10 days of growth (data not
shown).
Table 9: Protein combinations, OD600nm, RLU, and normalized data of auto-activation and promiscuity of interactions at 30°C.

Bait/Prey

OD600nm

RLU

p53+T
lam+T
p53+DV12
lam+DV12
p53+DV21
lam+DV21
p53+DV22
lam+DV22
DV12
DV21
DV22

0.56
0.60
0.47
0.46
0.58
0.57
0.55
0.57
0.52
0.56
0.59

284.44
14.39
9.71
11.34
11.37
13.37
11.69
14.23
12.09
14.23
11.59

Normalized
Mean±95%CI
507.92±23.57
23.99±2.35
20.66±8.47
24.64±3.37
19.60±6.86
23.45±2.62
21.25±6.62
24.97±2.56
23.25±7.73
25.42±0.78
19.65±6.15

Normalized
St. Dev. Est.
20.50
2.04
7.37
2.93
5.97
2.28
5.76
2.23
6.72
0.68
5.35
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* (Tukey HSD) One-way ANOVA (p < 0.001)

Figure 15: Promiscuity and auto-activation of DV12, DV21, and DV22 in Y187 at 30°C. Y187 containing DV12, DV21, and DV22 were
combined with the positive control baits p53 and lam. Y187 containing only DV12, DV21, and DV22 were also generated. Low activities were
observed in all samples except p53+T. A statistically significant difference was observed using one-way ANOVA (p<0.001) at an alpha-level of
0.05, n=5 followed by a Tukey’s HSD post-test indicated that only the positive control p53+T differed from the others. DV12, DV21, and DV22
did not interact with p53 or lam and were not auto-activating.

Y187 strains of the prey DV12, DV21, and DV22 were also generated to test for autoactivation and promiscuity to provide quantitative data (see Table 9 above for yeast strain
information and average activities of the strains). Low activities were observed (Figure 15) for
the negative control, as seen in previous enzyme assays, and the bait and prey combinations to
assess auto-activation and prey promiscuity. A one-way ANOVA was performed to determine if a
statistical significance was observed between the samples and controls. It was found that a
statistical difference did exist in the samples at an alpha level of 0.05, F(10,44) = 1838.7,
(p<0.001). The strength of the relationship was determined to be 0.99 as indexed by eta-squared.
A Tukey HSD post-test was performed to determine where the statistical differences
existed. It was found that only the postive control differed from the negative control and the
auto-activation and promiscuity samples tested, while none of the samples or the negative control
differed from one another with any statistical significance. These results quantitatively show that
the strength of interaction is either very low or non-existant when pairing DV12, DV21, and
DV22 with p53 and lam. The results also demonstrate that the auto-activation of the prey alone
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either does not occur or induces expression at a very low level. These results are in line with the
Y2HGold growth assays tested in figures 13 and 14.
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Chapter IV: Discussion
Yeast Two-hybrid screens produced markedly different results when comparing the Nterminal fragment of residues 1-500 to the C-terminal fragments 2 and 3 of residues 1794-2200
and 2192-2654, respectively. Using the wild type and temperature sensitive alleles of the Nterminal fragment a total of 80 and 116 diploids, respectively, that grew on QDO when patched
from screen plates to primary plates. If we assume that the difference between alleles has no
impact on protein-protein interactions at the permissive temperature of 30°C, then the first 500
residues of ECR2 had 196 putative protein partners. Contrast that with the 5 putative protein
partners that were discovered in screens using fragments 2 and 3. The C-terminal disordered
stretch of ECR2 could also bind to DNA instead of proteins in T. gondii considering its
localization to the nucleus and the proteins suspected role in DNA replication machinery, which
is testable, but we do not currently have access to gDNA.
While these results seem to suggest that there are no protein partners for the C-terminus
of ECR2 there are potential explanations for this. It is possible that there were steric restrictions
where the interacting surfaces of prey may have been obstructed by the activating domain of the
fusion proteins. Post-translational modifications such as the phosphorylation of serine residues in
the fragments (ToxoDB.org) may be necessary to form interactions with other proteins.
Additionally, the composition of the cDNA library may be responsible for the lack of interaction.
The libraries used in screens 1-6 were the product of oligo-dT primed mRNA. This means that
even though the probability that every expressed gene was represented in every screen (1-3, 5,
and 6) was 100%, the screens were only using C-terminal ends of T. gondii proteins. As a result,
the N-terminus of proteins encoded by cDNA were predominantly excluded, and, depending on
the length of the gene represented by a cDNA insert, a large portion of the center of the protein
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might also be excluded as well. It is possible that the fragments representing residues 1794-2654
of ECR2 do not form interactions with C-terminal ends of proteins, but may actually form
interactions with the N-terminus or center of protein partners in vivo. A cDNA library prepared
using random hexamer primers would address this C-terminal prey bias in the screens. It could
also discover new protein partners of the first 500 amino acids of ECR2.
The putative protein partners that were discovered in the Y2H screens were screened by
plating on QDO, followed by patching on primary plates of QDO, followed by another patching
on QDO supplemented with AbA and X-α-Gal. If a clone was capable of growth on the primary
plate and the secondary plate with a generation of a blue color, then it was considered a putative
interactor. Sixty of the putative protein partners of ECR2 were capable of generating a blue
phenotype. Of the pGADT7-prey vectors from the 60 screened diploids, only 39 transformants of
E. coli were obtained. These plasmids were used to recreate interactions with each allele of
ECR2 and 33 of the 39 plasmids worked. Each prey that interacted with wtECR2 also interacted
with tsECR2. The point mutation L137P does not create a strong enough conformational change
to stop the interaction of tsECR2 with protein partners at 30°C, 37°C, and 38°C.
The increase in stringency (addition of AbA and X-α-Gal) screened out weaker
interactions between bait and prey and reduced the number of potential interactors of ECR2
fragment 1 by 69.4%. The strength of an interaction does not necessarily indicate that it is real in
a biological system. It is possible that of 136 putative protein partners of ECR2 fragment 1
excluded (no blue phenotype on X-α-Gal), some of those may have had cDNA inserts whose
protein products formed real interactions with fragment 1 of ECR2. It is known that DDs form
weak, transient interactions, but are very specific (Wright & Dyson, 1999), and as such real
interactors may have been lost by selecting for stronger interactions.
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Despite the biased representation of C-terminal products of T. gondii genes in the screens
and the tradeoff of stronger interactions over more transient ones, 3 GOIs were identified that
formed interactions with fragment 1 of ECR2. A cDNA fragment of TgRCC1IV
(TGVEG_211310) was pulled out of screen 5 using fragment 1 of wtECR2 that was 1617 bp and
yielded a protein product of the last 263 amino acids of that gene. Poor sequencing results
yielded less clear results for AP2VIII-3 (TGVEG_273660), which was pulled out of screen 5
three times. The insert size was estimated at ≈1400 bp with a predicted protein product of ≈450
amino acids. A cDNA fragment of Gra20 (TGME49_200010) pulled out of screen 5 was 1059 bp
with a protein product of 209 amino acids. This gene was also isolated from screen 6 using
tsECR2. These three proteins have homologous sequences to domains involved in chromosome
interactions and have predicted localization to the nucleus. The knowledge of ECR2 being
located in the nucleus makes these protein partners probable interactors in vivo.
The 3 GOIs and their interactions with fragment 1 of ECR2 were further characterized.
The putative interactions from the screens were recreated using isolated pGADT7-prey plasmids.
When each allele of pGBKT7-ECR2 Fragment 1 was combined with prey vectors in Y2HGold
the yeast grew indicating that protein-protein interactions had occurred. The C-terminal
fragments of TgRCC1IV, AP2VIII-3, and Gra20 were found to not auto-activate the reporter
gene constructs in Y2HGold and Y187. The promiscuity of these C-terminal fragments were
assessed using p53 and lamin. In strains Y2HGold and Y187 the GOIs were found to not interact
with p53 and lamin significantly. From these two-hybrid experiments, the interactions of
TgRCC1IV, AP2VIII-3, and Gra20 with each allele of ECR2 are convincingly real and specific.
The strength of interaction and differences between the alleles of ECR2 and TgRCC1IV,
APVIII-3, and Gra20 were determined using a β-galactosidase assay through the LacZ reporter
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construct in Y187. The temperature sensitive allele was found to have higher sample activities
than the wild type allele of ECR2 at 30°C and 35°C, with the interaction of the N-terminus of
ECR2 and C-terminus of TgRCC1IV were found to be significant (p<0.05) at each temperature
tested. The disorder prediction of tsECR2 (Figure 3) indicates that the L137P point mutation
yields a more disordered (Score<0.5) stretch of residues in that fragment. The enzyme assays
indicate that this mutation may result in the temperature sensitive allele forming stronger
interactions with protein partners than the wild type. The assumption moving forward in this
investigation was that the L137P mutation was resulting in a loss of function, so these results
come as a surprise.
It is also possible that the temperature sensitive allele and its predicted disordering results
in a different conformation that would form longer interactions with protein partners relative to
the wild type allele. If the difference is a product of stronger interactions, then the chromosome
defects seen by the White lab may be a product of physical disruption by pulling components of
a protein complex apart or not allowing components to separate properly. Conversely, if the
interactions occurring are too long, then the chromosome defects may be a product of temporal
errors. Cell cycle events in T. gondii are under spatial and temporal control (Francia & Striepen,
2014) and disruption of either of these aspects would have deleterious effects on the
development of newly forming daughter cells.
Gra20 (TGME49_200010) was previously identified by Hsiao et al. (2013) with no
identifiable domains but an HT/PEXEL motif. This gene was found to have homology with
SMC_prok_A through the Conserved Domain Database and was proposed to have a role in the
cohesion or condensin complexes. Immunofluorescent assays against HA-tagged Gra20 showed
that the protein is actually exported out of the cell and associates with the PVM. It is unlikely
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that a protein involved in T. gondii DNA synthesis or chromosome remodeling would be
exported out of the cell. This in vivo evidence is more definitive than the hypothesis that Gra20
has some role in chromosome remodeling. From this it is likely that Gra20 was a false positive in
the Y2H screen.
Another protein identified with an SMC domain was AP2VIII-3 (TGVEG_273660). This
protein has previously been annotated as an AP2 transcription factor with an AP2 domain located
near the N-terminus, but it was determined that the protein shares homology with SMC_prok_B
near the C-terminus. These AP2 transcription factors have been shown to be crucial in cell cycle
events and development of newly forming daughter cells. AP2XI-5 has been found to bind to
promotors of 734 genes including 21 AP2 factors and genes needed to build invasive organelles
(Walker, et al., 2013b). Disruptions of this gene resulted in death for the parasites. Other AP2
transcription factors have also been shown to promote or repress differentiation of tachyzoites
into bradyzoites. AP2IX-9 disruption leads to the formation of bradyzoites while over expression
caused proliferation of tachyzoites (Radke, et al., 2013), and AP2XI-4 is responsible for the
expression of bradyzoite antigens such as BAG1, and tissue cyst formation (Walker, et al.,
2013a).
All this demonstrates that AP2 transcription factors carry out critical roles in the cell
cycle of T. gondii. What is unique about AP2VIII-3 is the presence of both an AP2 transcription
factor and an SMC domain. These Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes (SMC) proteins
were discovered in the mid-90s and are conserved throughout all three branches of life (Losada
& Hirano, 2005). These proteins are involved in the cohesin and condensin complexes that hold
sister chromatids together and to condense them, respectively. These proteins form heterodimers
in eukaryotes through the interaction of hinge regions located in the center of the protein and
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have ATPase binding cassettes (ABCs) that allow their termini to associate forming protein rings.
Common to them are coiled-coil motifs between hinges and ABCs. The cohesin complex is
thought to encircle DNA to hold it together at the centromere and may have some interaction
with DNA synthesis machinery to couple the newly forming daughter strand with the parent
strand.
Couple the crucial role of AP2 factors, the putative SMC domain, and the fact (Francia &
Striepen, 2014) that gDNA in T. gondii is not condensed (i.e. gene expression still occurs) to the
same extent as in other eukaryotes, and a unique mechanism may have been discovered.
Conserved Domain Database analysis of ECR2 shows a variety of domains and motifs located
near the N-terminus. ECR2 has homology with SMC_prok_A, an ATPase chromosome
segregation domain, Spc7 (kinetochore), and 2 coiled-coil motifs overlapping over intervals 611731 with E-values from 5.62e-03-1.33e-05 (Table A.1). Excluding Spc7, these domains and motifs
are connected with SMC proteins, and it is possible that ECR2 has some function in the T. gondii
cohesin complex as it costains with DNA. If the DNA synthesis machinery also interacts with the
cohesin complex, then the co-staining of PCNA1 with ECR2 would be expected. It is thus
proposed that AP2VIII-3 may be a component of the cohesin or condensin complex that also
promotes the expression of proteins needed to package newly synthesized genomic DNA into
budding daughters.
The last GOI (TGVEG_211310) identified as a protein partner of ECR2 has a stretch that
shares homology with RCC1_2. RCC1 proteins have been identified as having many roles in
higher organisms. These include mRNA export, protein import/export, signaling of unreplicated
DNA, and participating in mitosis (Dasso, 1993). This is accomplished through an interaction of
RCC1 and Ran forming the RCC1/Ran network (Di Fiore, Ciciarello, & Lavia, 2004), in which
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RanGDP is converted to RanGTP by RCC1. RCC1 has been shown to interact with histones in
chromatin and the DNA bound to it (Makde, England, Yennawar, & Tan, 2010) and when
removed from chromatin results in premature chromosome condensation and mitosis before
DNA replication is complete (Dasso, 1993).
Further work has shown that interference with the Ran pathway leads to mitotic and
chromosome segregation abnormalities. RCC1 is also found to be unevenly bound to chromatin
during chromosome condensation, specifically localizing to the kinetochore, and being critical
for recruiting the spindle pole assembly to the kinetochore (Di Fiore et al., 2004). Surprisingly,
the DNA binding domain of RCC1 was shown to not be necessary for regulating DNA synthesis
and mitosis, and still associates with chromatin in the tsRCC1 mutant hamster cell line tsBN2
(Seino, Hisamoto, Uzawa, Sekiguchi, & Nishimoto, 1992). These observations suggest that
RCC1 may form a complex with other proteins to remain bound to chromatin and carry out its
regulatory roles. Human CDK1/cyc b has also been shown to phosphorylate the N-terminus of
RCC1, which leads to its disassociation with chromatin during metaphase (Hutchins et al., 2004).
RCC1 domain containing proteins have also been identified and characterized in T.
gondii. Frankel, Mordue, and Knoll (2007) discovered the first RCC1 ortholog in T. gondii
termed TgRCC1 (TGGT1_213900). This protein was found to be required for virulence through
a mutagenesis experiment and TgRCC1 was able to complement the mutant strain. Further work
into TgRCC1 found that it associates with chromatin, has a Ran protein partner
(TGGT1_248340), and is capable of complementing the tsBN2 mammalian cell line at nonpermissive temperatures (Frankel & Knoll, 2008). Other mutagenesis experiments have
discovered additional RCC1 domain-containing proteins in this parasite. When mutated,
TGME49_209880 and TGME49_280770 were found to produce multinucleated tachyzoite
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daughter cells (Gubbels et al., 2008).
When considering the predicted domains of TGGT1_213900, TGME49_209880,
TGME49_280770, and TGVEG_211310 the four proteins have RCC1 and/or RCC1 2 domains,
but there are differences to be noted. TGGT1_213900, which was found to have a Ran partner,
has a zinc finger motif involved in RanGDP binding (Table A.1). Additionally, there are multiple
RCC1 and RCC1 2 domains predicted. TGVEG_211310 also has an RCC1 2 domain and
TGME49_209880 has multiple RCC1 and RCC1 2 domains. TGME49_280770 has RCC1 and
RCC1 2 domains as well as an SMC_N domain, but has homology with domains that are
observed in ECR2 (Spc7) and AP2VIII-3 (SMC_prok_B) (see Appendix A for more detail). It is
possible from these domain predictions that there may be a collection of unique RCC1 proteins
in T. gondii with roles in the RCC1/Ran network (TGGT1_213900), possible functions in the
cohesin/condensin complexes (TGME49_280770), or some other yet to be determined role in
DNA replication (TGME49_209880, TGME49_280770, and TGVEG_211310). These
observations support that TgRCC1IV (TGVEG_211310) is a real interactor of ECR2.
Other RCC1 proteins in T. gondii have been linked with errors in DNA replication.
Considering that tsECR2 results in chromosome defects during S phase when grown at the nonpermissive temperature of 42°C, the role of TgRCC1IV in DNA replication is convincing. The
mutations in TGME49_209880 and TGME49_280770 seem to have produced errors in the T.
gondii DNA licensing system resulting in syncytial cells. TgRCC1IV may also play a role in
proper DNA replication. If tsECR2 results in stronger interactions with TgRCC1IV than
wtECR2, then it may interrupt this protein’s interaction with chromatin and disrupt RCC1
regulation mechanisms in T. gondii. If the mutation results in longer interactions, then it may
result in a temporal disruption of cell cycle events by binding TgRCC1IV too long.
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Yeast two-hybrids have helped find 2 very convincing interactors of ECR2. TgRCC1IV
and AP2VIII-3 have domains that could explain the chromosome irregularities from the tsL137P
mutation in ECR2. AP2VIII-3 has the unique feature of having two domains: an AP2 factor and
an SMC. This gene requires further investigation because of this strange combination of
functions. Evidence shows that RCC1 proteins in T. gondii are crucial for proper development of
daughter cells, and improper interaction of ECR2 with TgRCC1IV could very well explain the
chromosome defects observed in vivo. The use of two-hybrid screens also helps explain the
differences between wtECR2 and tsECR2. The L137P mutation may produce a stronger
interaction or a longer interaction relative to the wild type.
Further work could be done to test the hypothesis that tsECR2 may form longer or
stronger interactions by pursuing Co-IPs. The temperature dependence of protein-protein
interactions in T. gondii is suspected to be the reason that tsECR2 mutants experience a cell cycle
arrest during S phase and develop chromosome defects. Yeast two-hybrid assays were unable to
be tested at a temperature high enough to be comparable to the non-permissive temperature of
42°C in the T. gondii mutant. To verify that the interactions may be forming stronger or longer
interactions as seen in the β-galactosidase assay the use of HEK293T transfections followed by
Co-IPs is proposed. HEK293T cells could be transiently transfected with tsECR2 and wtECR2
fragment 1 and DV12 in the mammalian expression vectors pCMV6-AN-3HA or pCMV6-AC3HA. Depending on the interference of 3xHA tagging with protein-protein interaction, pCMV6AN-3HA or pCMV6-AC-3HA can be used to tag the N or C terminus, respectively.
Inserts would be amplified from pGBKT7-wtECR2 fragment 1, pGBKT7-tsECR2
fragment 1, and pGADT7-DV12 as their CDSs are already known, and then cloned into the
mammalian expression vector(s). The HEK293T cells would be cotransfected at 37°C with
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tagged bait and untagged prey or untagged bait and tagged prey. The cells would also be
transfected with pCDNA3-GFP. Once GFP expression is detected, the cells would be shifted to
30°C, 35°C, 37°C, and 42°C for 1 hour. Lysates of these cultures would be prepared and added
to anti-HA tag monoclonal antibodies bound to beads to pull-down the protein complexes. The
bound proteins would then be released and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Separate transfections of
bait and prey alone would be used to verify the presence of each protein in the bait + prey
combinations. This would allow one to assess the effect that temperature has on the interaction of
wtECR2 and tsECR2 with the fragment of TgRCC1IV.
Additional screens of ECR2 could also be pursued. Random hexamer primed cDNA
libraries could show other protein partners of ECR2 fragments 1-3 in Y2H screens as noted
earlier. The residues 501-1793 could also be used as a bait to find if there are protein partners
that bind to this fragment of ECR2. If the disordered fragments of ECR2 interact with protein
partners, then it follows that there could be disordered or ordered fragments of other proteins that
interact with the ordered fragment of ECR2. Yeast two-hybrid screens using oligo dT and
random hexamer primed cDNA libraries could be used to screen for protein partners of this
excluded fragment of ECR2. The ideal Y2H screen would use the entirety of ECR2 as a bait.
Gene synthesis of each ECR2 allele could be employed to generate a complete ORF of ECR2
that would be ligated into pGBKT7 and used as bait in Y2H screens.
These and future results are only part of a larger picture. The use of two-hybrid screens
only provides information on binary protein interactions, but does not elucidate larger protein
complexes in which the binary interactions may occur. Co-immunoprecipitations would provide
information of the protein complex(es) that ECR2 presumably participates in. Furthermore, the
continued use of cytological studies would provide information on how these protein complexes
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under investigation impact the biology of Apicomplexans. These multiple lines of evidence may
one day provide targets for drug pipelines aimed at interfering with components of the cell cycle
of these parasites.
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Appendix A
Table A.1: CDD analysis of ECR2 and TgRCC1 domain containing proteins.

ToxoDB Gene ID
TGME49_275430

TGVEG_211310
TGGT1_213900

TGME49_280770

Conserved Domain(s)
SMC_prok_A
SMC (ATPase)
Spc7 (kinetochore)
coiled-coil motif
RCC1_2
Znf_RBZ (binds RanGDP)
RCC1

RCC1_2
RCC1_2
RCC1

TGME49_209880

SMC_N
SMC_prok_B
Spc7 (kinetochore)
RCC1
RCC1_2
RCC1
RCC1_2

Interval (residues)
624-723
621-729
626-731
621-733
828-857
99-122
402-450
453-516
689-737
742-793
503-533
322-351
375-402
390-438
442-487
1177-1866
1220-1875
1331-1486
2909-2979
2966-2995
3120-3183
3174-3201

E-value
5.62e-3
3.47e-4
1.33e-5
7.49e-5
9.19e-6
4.58e-3
2.26e-8
1.20e-3
4.47e-4
1.55e-9
2.88e-5
1.48e-7
1.07e-5
8.64e-8
1.27e-10
1.31e-16
2.38e-23
4.53-6
3.45e-4
5.70e-7
1.16e-6
3.57e-4
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Appendix B
Table B.1: VL3 PONDR analysis of wtECR2. The residue of interest in the L137P mutation is highlighted.

==============================VL3 NNP STATISTICS=============================
Predicted residues: 2654
Number residues disordered: 1632
Overall percent disordered: 61.49
Predicted disorder segment [1]-[133]
Predicted disorder segment [145]-[415]
Predicted disorder segment [527]-[574]
Predicted disorder segment [625]-[775]
Predicted disorder segment [872]-[938]
Predicted disorder segment [969]-[1036]
Predicted disorder segment [1282]-[1323]
Predicted disorder segment [1435]-[1513]
Predicted disorder segment [1637]-[1663]
Predicted disorder segment [1739]-[1901]
Predicted disorder segment [1906]-[1956]
Predicted disorder segment [2021]-[2109]
Predicted disorder segment [2152]-[2254]
Predicted disorder segment [2315]-[2654]

Number Disordered Regions: 14
Longest Disordered Region: 340
Average Prediction Score: 0.5574
Average Strength= 0.8288
Average Strength= 0.7913
Average Strength= 0.6951
Average Strength= 0.6598
Average Strength= 0.6966
Average Strength= 0.7935
Average Strength= 0.7249
Average Strength= 0.7710
Average Strength= 0.5940
Average Strength= 0.6188
Average Strength= 0.6722
Average Strength= 0.8345
Average Strength= 0.8090
Average Strength= 0.8296

=============================PREDICTOR OUTPUT================================
"D" = Disordered
" " = Ordered
=============================================================================
1
VL3

MSSSRSPWGS ASESDEERSP PSPASRASSP SVSEDAVEDE ADADEAAASS
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

51
VL3

LRAEAAKFLW GDPEGEEAEE DDDDLLDAED YIQASSSSAA KMTAAQPGLA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

101
VL3

ADGEEGSFDE EVPYAARVLL KDAEARSRKE KLLLAALNSL THTEVLLANA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDD
DDDDDD

151
VL3

PADAAGHLSR VCTSQAGEAG APPPAAPRLS DGGRQGRPSV SLSSRLSWES
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

201
VL3

EQGVEKRRLS SKRPSFSPDT TVSSAASAFP SVSAFPSASS QTLERELGRR
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

251
VL3

PPVSAAERPA VARTSSQSSF RASLSTRRPS LSGEEKSTPQ VVGAGQLAPK
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

301
VL3

MMKVMREIFG KRKPVGRFGV YGQPSRRDAE SPSSACSASP SHARASPSSL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

76
351
VL3

PDSSASFPPP TSSSCPVSGV EAQVPRPDSA ASVATESSRK QVSVTVTEEA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

401
VL3

VRQLKDVNLL LKREGCASSL RRQRAQELYD FEDGHMLYQH PRFCAAAIFR
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDD

451
VL3

ENLVARRLAP LWTAVAARYD AVEGSDDAQQ IENQQHLLVQ LLRCLAFLAG

501
VL3

APPVDWIQYW MKFAPWLDDA KRVDDSRKME KKRIEELRAR RRRLGLQPSE
DDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

551
VL3

VEKEAEENFF RDEALHQDPP VQEERRLRSH IVMKYYRGMQ TTKKALCCPA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDD

601
VL3

LWQLLSSVFV DKQDFVDRGG RTAEQQRRLD RLVEAREALY TREKEMKRQL
DDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

651
VL3

LELEEESKKD FDEEDHLPKH RLRRESVGSK KEQEEEMRAL KRELESLREE
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

701
VL3

IFEITETLHD LNRSNREELE KAEGLLENLR LLVCAVLLMP PSLPKSVAVT
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

751
VL3

PGTQLSLVVT MLQQRKEKAL ALSPLHPGGS SLLHLLLRDT HFDLFGRMQK
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDD

801
VL3

SFSLVELASA SNPQEQDFYD VEKMTGGLGR WAVTHVHAEL MERIWTVLRT

851
VL3

VHGVVSAVPP LAFAELIAEI TAGVPLRSSV SSRASALGGS GAPPRRRGVP
DDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

901
VL3

VDLQQASHEH IKFLSRLDPL KARQVLLAER VVAAEQRNRK GAQVRVFHDQ
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDD

951
VL3

RRFVDYERLF LFRSLALRPF DLEEPCADAQ HEAETPERGR GDAAETAERG
DD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1001
VL3

QSVSAASASV GEKERRKREG EARCGGVAGS AFASASKAAW LRTALSREDL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDD

77
1051
VL3

CALQKLIAGF LGIDEQFTAP VNPETLENDM YCGRFYSLAF LLEAAIKELL

1101
VL3

REVDADYHWP WDAELVLDLI SWIFAYQVTY FKAVNRLRIA HARSRAGAAA

1151
VL3

PAPLDRIDMI FCLQGYETAL VQDFLVGLLH RAVFVLSLSR GARPLLLSCL

1201
VL3

QCLRQLLRLL QVHVNSKKTE IVEAVKTQLA SWIKRGVVGT LAHVMKTFKH

1251
VL3

SSFEPDVFLY ALEIALVFAS LLQAVGGQCE VPGLPRRGLG MQRRGGRRPA
DDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1301
VL3

GLLMDDDEGL DGLADSNAPD LSAPTGSRVV TVDDVVKEFL KGEIILQAMQ
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDD

1351
VL3

MLSHYSTNAV AVNSALISFF ELILSYKGGQ AENAAFFFDL SYFLIFRNML

1401
VL3

NDVEARTDPR VSWVLAFAET VVERFFFLWG GDSRPGAETE SSDAYSGGPQ
DDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1451
VL3

DRNEDGEREA RTGEKRQDDE VGGSADALPP GAARTGEEAE EGNAFLPLEL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1501
VL3

LFSKKKSGRT GFGDSVAGDV FCSTSEGSFA SVFSNYRSGS DALLLAAMDE
DDDDDDDDDD DDD

1551
VL3

QLKTQGFVAP LDAAAECRRN LQDDLGFSGR ESANKFDKHE DELLIREFLT

1601
VL3

YRDINNWDQY IATTLGKTAR AVRKRLQQLR LSNPDVFPPD FAPDEDVFLS
DDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1651
VL3

SRRTSVDAFA AAEPPAAAGV PPLLGAVQAL WAEFSALSDG GDTLPFSRFL
DDDDDDDDDD DDD

78
1701
VL3

QSLAENFADA CRLREVLRMD AVETGQEPAA AFWEAVAVEE PLEGGEASVA
DD DDDDDDDDDD

1751
VL3

LLDSAAFRRL MQVMGAERKA ESKDNEVEEG TWKIPADHPQ EILRAAVEKL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1801
VL3

KELVGLEQQE LDALAAQHMH RERQRDEIRA NRVKRRPFVF NSAALAEALL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1851
VL3

NYRFLLQRLE REPPGPEGEG GDLFSEPREE QEMDRTRAAS DSVSAVFQRQ
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1901
VL3

PAAAILHDIL EAFKSLSAKL MQRREEDMGE TEDKETKEKD ALELNVEEFP
D
DDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1951
VL3

WFACEAIGEA KELRKTLAVM GCFRDFPGGR EDEGSAQIRW QVPLDVDAEV
DDDDDD

2001
VL3

FGDRVDAFAN FASKDLDELE MLVQGVRGDR VDRSRGDEEE QTWEDGDSQD
DDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2051
VL3

VSRAKHKREG GRSRHSKKKD RSPSRRKKKE KSHQSRPLLL TLQKLTNAAS
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2101
VL3

SGSGLLPEKP TTRHRYLLAS KLFLWREFLE SDEVNRELLH GDRPLQRLLA
DDDDDDDDD

2151
VL3

CLREWNAERV AVVERAAEEA EDSDEEESVI RRLQPPHLVL TAHGGQEEEV
DDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2201
VL3

AFSASSARAG EGDGKVKEGE EGEEGEEGEG ERRRAPVEET EEGGVRFRVV
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2251
VL3

RGVLPNVAAG LWVCAALGGK PVESSENREF LWRAEERYLP SSWLRKQLRI
DDDD

2301
VL3

LELVLLNPQM QTAAGVQVEL GLIREVMERE EEAMREKEAQ REEEMEEEEN
DDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2351
VL3

LDDEETGEDR GQNEGAEAKI RREQDSKKER SPTRGEEADG DMADVSSRSM
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

79
2401
VL3

SPRDKTSKER DENMQEEDDF DLVPEPEDSA EASLSPKKDP ENNVSDVDED
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2451
VL3

YEMFLEPSDG ALSDDALFDA WDVVGSEDEE ENATGPRCSD GNLAGADLLA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2501
VL3

CLIDDLEAFP VKRGTSENPR DRETRRPKKR SRDTGATGGP PAPEGTADAA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2551
VL3

DACEKENAAP ERGAERNART DQDVDRVKKL MRSLDTAFAE LEQVRTRGRG
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2601
VL3

RFNTQVEQTR ELTEKRNTRN SSCVSSCKSC RVKASHSCVR SLADPEKIRR
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2651
VL3

GLHG
DDDD
Table B.2: VL3 PONDR analysis of tsECR2. The residue of interest in the L137P mutation is highlighted.

==============================VL3 NNP STATISTICS=============================
Predicted residues: 2654
Number residues disordered: 1643
Overall percent disordered: 61.91
Predicted disorder segment [1]-[415]
Predicted disorder segment [527]-[574]
Predicted disorder segment [625]-[775]
Predicted disorder segment [872]-[938]
Predicted disorder segment [969]-[1036]
Predicted disorder segment [1282]-[1323]
Predicted disorder segment [1435]-[1513]
Predicted disorder segment [1637]-[1663]
Predicted disorder segment [1739]-[1901]
Predicted disorder segment [1906]-[1956]
Predicted disorder segment [2021]-[2109]
Predicted disorder segment [2152]-[2254]
Predicted disorder segment [2315]-[2654]

Number Disordered Regions: 13
Longest Disordered Region: 415
Average Prediction Score: 0.5586
Average Strength= 0.8025
Average Strength= 0.6951
Average Strength= 0.6598
Average Strength= 0.6966
Average Strength= 0.7935
Average Strength= 0.7249
Average Strength= 0.7710
Average Strength= 0.5940
Average Strength= 0.6188
Average Strength= 0.6722
Average Strength= 0.8345
Average Strength= 0.8090
Average Strength= 0.8296

===============================PREDICTOR OUTPUT==============================
"D" = Disordered
" " = Ordered
=============================================================================
1
VL3

MSSSRSPWGS ASESDEERSP PSPASRASSP SVSEDAVEDE ADADEAAASS
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

51
VL3

LRAEAAKFLW GDPEGEEAEE DDDDLLDAED YIQASSSSAA KMTAAQPGLA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

80
101
VL3

ADGEEGSFDE EVPYAARVLL KDAEARSRKE KLLLAAPNSL THTEVLLANA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

151
VL3

PADAAGHLSR VCTSQAGEAG APPPAAPRLS DGGRQGRPSV SLSSRLSWES
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

201
VL3

EQGVEKRRLS SKRPSFSPDT TVSSAASAFP SVSAFPSASS QTLERELGRR
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

251
VL3

PPVSAAERPA VARTSSQSSF RASLSTRRPS LSGEEKSTPQ VVGAGQLAPK
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

301
VL3

MMKVMREIFG KRKPVGRFGV YGQPSRRDAE SPSSACSASP SHARASPSSL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

351
VL3

PDSSASFPPP TSSSCPVSGV EAQVPRPDSA ASVATESSRK QVSVTVTEEA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

401
VL3

VRQLKDVNLL LKREGCASSL RRQRAQELYD FEDGHMLYQH PRFCAAAIFR
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDD

451
VL3

ENLVARRLAP LWTAVAARYD AVEGSDDAQQ IENQQHLLVQ LLRCLAFLAG

501
VL3

APPVDWIQYW MKFAPWLDDA KRVDDSRKME KKRIEELRAR RRRLGLQPSE
DDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

551
VL3

VEKEAEENFF RDEALHQDPP VQEERRLRSH IVMKYYRGMQ TTKKALCCPA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDD

601
VL3

LWQLLSSVFV DKQDFVDRGG RTAEQQRRLD RLVEAREALY TREKEMKRQL
DDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

651
VL3

LELEEESKKD FDEEDHLPKH RLRRESVGSK KEQEEEMRAL KRELESLREE
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

701
VL3

IFEITETLHD LNRSNREELE KAEGLLENLR LLVCAVLLMP PSLPKSVAVT
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

751
VL3

PGTQLSLVVT MLQQRKEKAL ALSPLHPGGS SLLHLLLRDT HFDLFGRMQK
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDD

81
801
VL3

SFSLVELASA SNPQEQDFYD VEKMTGGLGR WAVTHVHAEL MERIWTVLRT

851
VL3

VHGVVSAVPP LAFAELIAEI TAGVPLRSSV SSRASALGGS GAPPRRRGVP
DDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

901
VL3

VDLQQASHEH IKFLSRLDPL KARQVLLAER VVAAEQRNRK GAQVRVFHDQ
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDD

951
VL3

RRFVDYERLF LFRSLALRPF DLEEPCADAQ HEAETPERGR GDAAETAERG
DD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1001
VL3

QSVSAASASV GEKERRKREG EARCGGVAGS AFASASKAAW LRTALSREDL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDD

1051
VL3

CALQKLIAGF LGIDEQFTAP VNPETLENDM YCGRFYSLAF LLEAAIKELL

1101
VL3

REVDADYHWP WDAELVLDLI SWIFAYQVTY FKAVNRLRIA HARSRAGAAA

1151
VL3

PAPLDRIDMI FCLQGYETAL VQDFLVGLLH RAVFVLSLSR GARPLLLSCL

1201
VL3

QCLRQLLRLL QVHVNSKKTE IVEAVKTQLA SWIKRGVVGT LAHVMKTFKH

1251
VL3

SSFEPDVFLY ALEIALVFAS LLQAVGGQCE VPGLPRRGLG MQRRGGRRPA
DDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1301
VL3

GLLMDDDEGL DGLADSNAPD LSAPTGSRVV TVDDVVKEFL KGEIILQAMQ
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDD

1351
VL3

MLSHYSTNAV AVNSALISFF ELILSYKGGQ AENAAFFFDL SYFLIFRNML

1401
VL3

NDVEARTDPR VSWVLAFAET VVERFFFLWG GDSRPGAETE SSDAYSGGPQ
DDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

82
1451
VL3

DRNEDGEREA RTGEKRQDDE VGGSADALPP GAARTGEEAE EGNAFLPLEL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1501
VL3

LFSKKKSGRT GFGDSVAGDV FCSTSEGSFA SVFSNYRSGS DALLLAAMDE
DDDDDDDDDD DDD

1551
VL3

QLKTQGFVAP LDAAAECRRN LQDDLGFSGR ESANKFDKHE DELLIREFLT

1601
VL3

YRDINNWDQY IATTLGKTAR AVRKRLQQLR LSNPDVFPPD FAPDEDVFLS
DDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1651
VL3

SRRTSVDAFA AAEPPAAAGV PPLLGAVQAL WAEFSALSDG GDTLPFSRFL
DDDDDDDDDD DDD

1701
VL3

QSLAENFADA CRLREVLRMD AVETGQEPAA AFWEAVAVEE PLEGGEASVA
DD DDDDDDDDDD

1751
VL3

LLDSAAFRRL MQVMGAERKA ESKDNEVEEG TWKIPADHPQ EILRAAVEKL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1801
VL3

KELVGLEQQE LDALAAQHMH RERQRDEIRA NRVKRRPFVF NSAALAEALL
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1851
VL3

NYRFLLQRLE REPPGPEGEG GDLFSEPREE QEMDRTRAAS DSVSAVFQRQ
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1901
VL3

PAAAILHDIL EAFKSLSAKL MQRREEDMGE TEDKETKEKD ALELNVEEFP
D
DDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

1951
VL3

WFACEAIGEA KELRKTLAVM GCFRDFPGGR EDEGSAQIRW QVPLDVDAEV
DDDDDD

2001
VL3

FGDRVDAFAN FASKDLDELE MLVQGVRGDR VDRSRGDEEE QTWEDGDSQD
DDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2051
VL3

VSRAKHKREG GRSRHSKKKD RSPSRRKKKE KSHQSRPLLL TLQKLTNAAS
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2101
VL3

SGSGLLPEKP TTRHRYLLAS KLFLWREFLE SDEVNRELLH GDRPLQRLLA
DDDDDDDDD

83
2151
VL3

CLREWNAERV AVVERAAEEA EDSDEEESVI RRLQPPHLVL TAHGGQEEEV
DDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2201
VL3

AFSASSARAG EGDGKVKEGE EGEEGEEGEG ERRRAPVEET EEGGVRFRVV
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2251
VL3

RGVLPNVAAG LWVCAALGGK PVESSENREF LWRAEERYLP SSWLRKQLRI
DDDD

2301
VL3

LELVLLNPQM QTAAGVQVEL GLIREVMERE EEAMREKEAQ REEEMEEEEN
DDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2351
VL3

LDDEETGEDR GQNEGAEAKI RREQDSKKER SPTRGEEADG DMADVSSRSM
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2401
VL3

SPRDKTSKER DENMQEEDDF DLVPEPEDSA EASLSPKKDP ENNVSDVDED
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2451
VL3

YEMFLEPSDG ALSDDALFDA WDVVGSEDEE ENATGPRCSD GNLAGADLLA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2501
VL3

CLIDDLEAFP VKRGTSENPR DRETRRPKKR SRDTGATGGP PAPEGTADAA
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2551
VL3

DACEKENAAP ERGAERNART DQDVDRVKKL MRSLDTAFAE LEQVRTRGRG
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2601
VL3

RFNTQVEQTR ELTEKRNTRN SSCVSSCKSC RVKASHSCVR SLADPEKIRR
DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDD

2651
VL3

GLHG
DDDD

84
Appendix C

Figure C.1: I-TASSER predicted secondary structure of wtECR2 and tsECR2. The first 146 residues of ECR2 are depicted. Wild-type ECR2 A)
has a predicted α-helix from residue 115 to 137. The L137P mutation B) creates a break at residues 131, 132, 136, and 137 as well at other locations.

